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FOReword
“The University of Ljubljana and its Rectors”, a collection of articles written by Dr. Jože Ciperle and his
colleagues, is the story of its forty rectors and their
lives, work and contribution. Who among them can
deserve special mention without doing injustice to the
others? Can they be classed as more or less important?
As those who left a strong, and those having left a
weaker stamp on its present form? Perhaps, but we
should not forget they directed the university in very
different times. Some of them were its founders, others
had to defend its autonomy, still others its very existence. Circumstances never spared the University of
Ljubljana; even once established after protracted endeavours, its existence was threatened for a long time
and, during the Second World War and immediately
after, it experienced tragic divisions along with the
rest of Slovenia.
We certainly cannot overlook the scientific work of
former rectors. This is the indirect proof that shows
that, since its very foundation, the focus of the University of Ljubljana has been on research work. Some
of the rectors were accordingly better known for their
national and international standing as scientists than as
rectors. Such figures undoubtedly include the mathematician Dr. Josip Plemelj, one of the university’s
founders and its first rector; the lawyer and musician
Dr. Gregor Krek; the philosopher and theologian
Dr. Aleš Ušeničnik; the professor of Slavic languages
and cultural player Dr. France Kidrič; the lawyer,
diplomat and politician Dr. Leonid Pitamic; philologist
Dr. Rajko Nahtigal; electrical engineer and chess
master Dr. Milan Vidmar; the medical doctor and
psychiatrist Dr. Alfred Šerko; and the professor of
Slovenian language Dr. Fran Ramovš. The toughest
task, perhaps, fell to historian Dr. Milko Kos, who
safely steered the university through the pitfalls of the
Second World War, and the geographer Dr. Anton
Melik, who directed it in the equally challenging period

that ensued. Historian Dr. Fran Zwitter reunited the
previously disintegrated university and passed it on in
associated form to the versatile Dr. Anton Kuhelj, though
the University of Ljubljana did not again evolve into
a proper university from an integrated body until the
rectorship of chemist Dr. Miha Tišler.
The fine reputation of the University of Ljubljana is
in no small measure owing to the fourty-one rectors
who directed it and were committed to its reputation
and autonomy. Limits to the actual autonomy of
any university, therefore also of the University of
Ljubljana, are not determined by law alone or even by
the Constitution, but above all by its own dedication
to academic freedom, justice, dignity and solidarity,
which build its inner stability and outward reputation.
Care for its stability and reputation is therefore by far
the most important task of every rector; they must
ensure compliance with the Statute and other regulations, prevent parish-pump politics and discord among
teachers and between teachers and students, as well as
uncritical submission to various fads or sheer greed
for profit. The university is not a company and much
less a mixed goods store. Its aims are to carry out
research and pedagogic and professional activities in
accordance with the principles of excellence and academic freedom, as well as justice and solidarity.
Jo‘e Mencinger

40th Rector of the University of Ljubljana
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iNtroduction

Jože Ciperle

The university, one of the most important institutions
of contemporary society, has an almost thousand-year
history with rectorship as one of its fundamental
features. Across the entire university territory of medieval Europe, both north and south of the Alps, the
rector was the head of the university as a political body.
The substance of his function was intensely political
in nature and combined with certain judicial powers.
In the beginning, it had no influence over study, as
this was considered the domain of the Church and
the Pope. But their influence steadily diminished
from the time of the Reformation onward, eventually
subsiding completely. From the end of the 17th century onwards, the rectors had to give up more and
more of their political, judicial and economical powers
to the state until nothing more than their outward
symbols remained. At the same time, they were increasingly becoming the guardians of scientific autonomy
and, in the broadest sense, the spokesperson of the
independence of pedagogic and research activity of
the university. This development was dependent on
the rise of the modern university in the 18th and 19th
centuries.
The University of Ljubljana was founded in 1919 as a
modern university. Between the wars, the Ljubljana
rector was, in accordance with Yugoslav university
legislation, primarily in charge of university management, he chaired and directed the work of the university
bodies, chaired the university disciplinary court and
ensured that “teachers performed their pedagogical
duties.”
With the freedom of teaching and scientific work
assured, the post-war position of the rector was chiefly
subject to the many reforms of the university, which
gradually divested it of its fundamental authorities:
the coordination of study and research work and
making staff-related decisions. With the increasing
disintegration and atomisation of the university, the

function of rector increasingly took on the role of
representation. The objective envisioned by the changed
regulation of higher education in democratic Slovenia
was to reform the university in the traditional sense of
the word.
On the one hand, the present exhibition aims to highlight the function of rectorship as a synonym for the
autonomy of the pedagogic and scientific life of the
university, and on the other to use materials from
the university’s archives in the form of portraits to
present the lives, work and rectorial activity of the
forty rectors of the University of Ljubljana, each of
whom contributed in their own way, depending on
the given circumstances, to the improvement of its
quality. We should also like to emphasize that the
thing that made the review of the development of
its autonomy and the correlated rector’s function
difficult – aside from the mere complexity of the task
– was the fact that sources concerning its history are
not thoroughly documented and the fact that the study
of the history of the Ljubljana university is still at
the stage of mostly dealing with fragmentary undertakings that still need to be combined into a greater
synthesis.
The exhibition and its accompanying catalogue also
sprung from the desire to stimulate more diligent
future handling of university documentation and the
documentation of university members, and furthermore to consolidate and strengthen the awareness
that a common university archive is one of the indispensable institutions of the university, since there can
be no trustworthy historical memory without archival
material and hence no memory of the history of the
Ljubljana university.
In conclusion, we wish to thank the National and
University Library, the Historical Archives of Ljubljana, the Architecture Museum of Ljubljana and the
Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, who have
7

enhanced the exhibition with copies or the loan of
material. As we can hardly list all the people who
helped with this exhibition and catalogue in any way,
we would like to take this occasion to thank them all
here.
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the Function of the UNIVERSITy RecTOR
IN HISTORICal development
Jože Ciperle

One of the basic features of medieval universities – as
first emerged in western Europe and Italy and later,
after the foundation of the university in Prague in 1348,
also in Central Europe – is the institution of the rector
(eminencia rectoralis).
Universities were founded through privileges from
popes and rulers that define them as general study
(studium generale) and grant them the licence to teach
(licentia docendi ) and the right to confer university
degrees of worldwide validity. In nature, they were
essentially corporations of teachers and students (universitas magistrorum et scholarium ). This nature was
apparent in their corporate autonomy, which also comprised, apart from the senate (congregatio generalis)
and the more exclusive council (consilum universitatis),
rectorship elections. It should be noted that in the old
European universities, every important public office
was assigned by election; this not only included holders
of leading offices (rectors, procurators for university
nations, faculty deans, members of university senates
and faculty councils) but also holders of numerous
teaching and administrative offices (heads of student
colleges, promoters (who conferred degrees), the supervisors of faculty buildings and halls of residence, bedels,
bookkeepers, notaries, etc.) The electoral procedure
involved an elaborate system from nomination to a
more or less ceremonious investiture; alternatively it
could consist of simply the approval of the person
proposed or a public selection from several candidates.
But no electoral procedure was more complicated,
and hence ostensibly “more objective” in design, none
of them more important or ceremonious than the
elections for rector or rectoris universitatis studii, as
this title was generally termed at various universities.
Since the 14th century onwards, all across the university
territory of old Europe, both north and south of the
Alps, the rector was the most important constitutional
entity. He was the head of the university as a body

politic (corpus politicum); and, in order to make that
possible, even if only for a predetermined time, the
substance of his function was intensely political in
nature and combined with certain judicial powers. In
the conflict of interests laid down by law and reality,
he had to secure a strong position both within and
without the university. The head of the university
(caput universitatis) – that is, the leading political
figure of the university – naturally did not carry the
same importance throughout the centuries of university
development. It is quite understandable that the role
changed with the importance of the university in
society.
Like many other terms, the word rector has several
meanings. The usage of this word in the 12th and 13th
centuries, which is when it first came to be used to
designate the head of a university, is very wide-ranging.
There was hardly a powerful office that this word did
not designate. Notable examples are the designations
of the holders of the three branches of power, all of
which were titled rectors. The word was applied to high
imperial officials and officials in municipal republics.
The title was also widely used in the ecclesiastical and
general educational area. Systematic historical studies,
dating from the end of the 19th century onwards, that
examine the origin of early universities, primarily
those in Bologna and Paris, have shown
that it was the title of rector of craftsmen’s, artisans’ and other fraternities
that was transferred to the head of the
university.
In late 12th century Bologna, students
were organised into two groups (citramontanei, ultramontanei ), each of
them electing a rector from their midst
with judicial power over his group – his
universitas – in criminal and civilian
affairs. These universitates were thus

The Rector of the University of Padua in lavishly decorated robes, worn only at official
ceremonies. The picture dates to 1576, when the Padua studium generale belonged to the
Venetian Republic and became the only Venetian university.

The Rector of the University of Paris, 1605.

political and economic communities
that had nothing to do with lectures,
examinations and the conferral of
degrees as such. In Paris, where development took a different turn from
Bologna, there were likewise student
communities (universitates ), consisting
of four “nations” of artists, i.e. students
of the faculty of arts, who voted the rector as their
head and were legally subordinate to him in civilian
and criminal affairs. These heads soon worked their
way to becoming the heads of faculties and also began
to take over the powers of the deans from other faculties and began to be addressed at general assemblies
as “Rector of the Paris university and all and each
master of the faculty of free arts” (rector universitatis
Parisiensis et omnes et singuli magistri facultatis artium ). But they were still not true heads of the whole
university at this point. By rank, the deans of theology,
law and medicine were still above him. It was not until
he managed to extend his authority over the three
higher faculties that he actually became the head of
the entire university, which was first reported in 1341
when he presented his title to the community of teachers and students by opening the university senate with
the words: “Rector and the community of teachers
and scholars” (rector et universitas magistrorum et
scholarium). With the beginning of the 14th century,
the university rector thus achieved the position of
head and representative of the whole community of
teachers and scholars, which they have held to the
present day.
This means that the 17th century claim that the title of
university rector has an ecclesiastic origin is false – and
neither is it of imperial origin. But there is a grain of
truth in this because, throughout history, the function
of university rector was enriched with powers at the
level of the state or principality and in the ecclesiastical, i.e. spiritual area. Accordingly, his robes and title
Magnificence stem from the provincial prince’s or
imperial court. It should be noted that the university
rector gradually took on an increasing number of tasks
related to study, which previously belonged to the

Church and which were initially unrelated to his
function. For, despite the great consequence that went
with the title of university rector, the latter had no
influence on study – that is the actual studium generale
– at first, which was left in the charge of teacher organisations. Instruction was conceived as the domain of
the Church and the Pope. With papal sanction, the
newly established university was given its universal
significance and the general validity of the academic
degrees it awarded was ensured. With the end of the
Middle Ages and the dawn of the Reformation however, the influence of the Pope and the Church on the
universities steadily diminished until it stopped altogether. But even at a time when state absolutism had
no limits, studies and scientific work could not be
completely incorporated into the state apparatus,
which is why part of the responsibility for this fell on
the shoulders of the rector, who thus became the guardian of the autonomy of science enjoyed by the faculties
and, in general, the spokesman of the independence
of pedagogical and research activity; a development
that was greatly influenced by individual figures and
less by legal provisions and statutes. The responsibility
for pedagogical and research activity gave the rectorial
function a quite different or even quite opposite focus,
when compared to its beginning.
A review of its historical development shows the increase in the powers of this office across the centuries,
as the university acquired the status of the third universal authority of the West, as studies (studium)
joined the Church (sacerdotio) and the state (imperio)
and then later, in the last two or three
centuries, shows the steady diminishing of its political, judicial and economic rights. From the end of the
17th century onwards, the rector had
to cede more and more of his powers
to the state until nothing more than
external symbols of them remained: a
cloak and headgear (beret), a sceptre
and chain, and the title Magnificence.
However, this loss of political, judicial and economic powers helped the
The Rector of the University of Vienna, 1704.
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genuine mission of this office to flourish as it developed
into a symbol of education and scientific research and
a symbol of the autonomy of science. This development
was dependent on the rise of the modern university
in the 18th and 19th century, when the foundations it
chose for itself were, contrary to the medieval university,
the freedom of teaching and the freedom of learning
(libertas philosophandi ), which it never again relinquished.
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REcTORs of the UNIVERSITy of LJUBLJANA
Rectores Universitatis Labacensis

1st rector Dr. Josip Plemelj
2nd rector Dr. Rihard Zupan^i^
3rd rector Dr. Gregor GOJMIR Krek
4th rector Dr. Ale[ U[eni^nik
5th rector Dr. France Kidri^
6th rector Dr. Karel Hinterlechner
7 th rector Dr. Leonid Pitamic
8th rector Dr. Franc Ksaver Lukman
9 th rector Dr. Rajko Nahtigal
10 th rector Dr. Milan Vidmar
11th rector Dr. Metod Dolenc
12th rector Dr. Alfred [erko
13 th and 17 th rector Dr. Matija Slavi^
14 th rector Dr. Fran Ramov[
15 th rector Dr. Maks Samec
16th rector Dr. Rado Ku[ej
18 th rector Dr. Milko Kos
19 th rector Dr. Alojz KrÆl
20 th rector Dr. Anton Melik
21st rector Dr. Gorazd Ku[ej
22 nd rector Dr. Fran Zwitter
23 rd rector Dr. Anton Kuhelj
24 th rector Dr. Bo‘idar Lavri^
25 th rector Dr. Dolfe Vogelnik
26th rector Dr. Makso [nuderl
27 th rector Dr. Albert Struna
28 th rector Dr. Roman Modic
29 th rector Dr. Mirjan Gruden
30 th rector Dr. Janez Mil^inski
31st rector Dr. Ervin Prelog
32 nd rector Dr. Slavko Hod‘ar
33 rd rector Dr. Ivo Fabinc
34 th rector Dr. Ivan Kristan
35th rector Dr. Polde Leskovar
36th rector Dr. Janez Peklenik
37 th rector Dr. Boris Sket
38 th rector Dr. Miha Ti[ler
39 th rector Dr. Alojz kralj
40 th rector Dr. jo‘e mencinger
41st rector Dr. andreja kocijan^i^

1919-1920

1st RECTOR

Dr. Josip Plemelj
The political changes
after the First World
War and the determined activity of
the University Commission helped the
Slovenian nation
finally acquire its
first university in
the summer of
1919, after many
decades of fruitless
efforts – named
The University of
the Kingdom of
the Serbs, Croats
and Slovenes in
Ljubljana. In late August 1919, the first full professors
were appointed, who comprised the University Council
in accordance with the statute of the Belgrade university,
which also applied to the university in Ljubljana. The university regulations provided that the Council voted for
the rector from among its members. A secret ballot at the
meeting of the University Council on 12 November
decided in favour of Dr. Josip Plemelj with 11 votes out
of 12.
The first rector was born on 11 December 1873 in Bled.
Between 1894 and 1898, he studied mathematics and
physics at the University of Vienna, obtaining a PhD in
1898. In 1907 he was appointed an associate professor
and, one year later, full professor of mathematics at the
Faculty of Arts in Chernvitsi, where he remained until
the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. After
his return to Ljubljana, he joined the University Commission at the provincial government in Ljubljana and was
actively involved in its efforts to establish a Slovenian
university. Later on, he was appointed a full professor at
the Faculty of Arts. Josip Plemelj, who held the longest
full professorship (since 1908) among the members of the
University Council, took the opportunity of his inauguration speech to point out the difficult tasks in store,
because the university had no facilities and many professors
had no housing – and financial resources were uncertain
as well.
With Josip Plemelj at its helm, the University Council
first undertook the acquisition of facilities in order to
begin lectures as soon as possible. It obtained the com-
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plete second storey and some space on the first floor of the
Provincial Diet Mansion for the Faculties of Law and Arts,
and a few rooms for technical studies at a crafts school.
The Faculty of Theology set up its premises at the Seminary
and the Alojzijevišče boarding school, while medicine found
a home in the pathology department of the provincial
hospital.
According to the statute effective at the time, the rector
represented the university to the public, was in charge of
the administration, protected the university seal and issued
certificates and acts. He was also responsible for order at
the university premises. If the students caused any significant disruption, he could stop the lectures, but for no
more than three days. He called the meetings of the University Council, supervised all the university institutes and
monitored the performance of the teachers’ duties. He had
to report every significant occurrence at the university to
the education minister.
23 June saw the last meeting of the University Council in
the first academic year; a new rector was elected and Josip
Plemelj was made vice-rector in line with the statute.
He worked as a full professor of mathematics until 1957.
In 1954, he received the Prešeren Award. In his ninetieth
year, the University of Ljubljana conferred an honorary
doctorate on him and, when celebrating fifty years of its
existence, his bust was unveiled in front of the university
headquarters. He died on 22 May 1967 in Ljubljana.

Dr. Rihard Zupan^i^

1920-1921

2nd RECTOR

One of the people
who retreated from
Slovenia in early
May 1945 on account of the new
government, was the
former rector of
the Ljubljana university, Professor Dr.
Rihard Zupančič.
After twenty-four
years of service in
various posts at
the University of
Ljubljana, this was
how his rich though
never easy professional journey as a university teacher in Ljubljana ended
– and his life’s journey came to a close under adverse circumstances in 1949 in Judendorf-Strassengel near Graz. Once
the first vice-rector and second rector of the University of
Ljubljana, the dean and vice-dean of the Faculty of Technical
Sciences, Prof. Dr. Rihard Zupančič was erased from public
memory after 1945 on account of a statement made in
that year, “that at the time of Slovenia’s occupation he …
sided with the occupator, casting himself out from our
community.” He was expelled from the Slovenian Academy
of Sciences and Arts and remains the only professor not
to be rehabilitated in democratic Slovenia at the 1996
posthumous rehabilitation of academy members expelled
after the war.
Rihard Zupančič was born in Ljubljana on 22 December
1878 in a family where German was the language used for
everyday communication, which was not at all unusual at
a time when German was as widely used in Ljubljana as
Slovenian. He attended the “Schulverein” primary school
and classical gymnasium in Ljubljana. He studied mathematics in Vienna, where he graduated in 1903 and, in 1913,
obtained a PhD in philosophy. At first, he taught at secondary schools in Vienna and Prague and wrote secondary
school mathematical textbooks. In 1912, he became a
part-time assistant professor at the Technical College in
Vienna. After the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, he took part in the preparations for the establishment
of the University of Ljubljana on the recommendation
of Dr. Josip Plemelj and, on the last day of August 1919,
was appointed a lecturer in mathematics as one of the first

professors of the newly founded University of Ljubljana.
As a university teacher, he was remembered as a good
lecturer who taught in Slovenian but prepared his lesson
plans in German.
On 23 July 1920, he was elected rector. Under his leadership, the University Council decided at the very beginning
that the Faculty of Medicine should be extended to ten
semesters and to commence the next academic year with
the rector’s inauguration. The former rector was to report
on the activities in the previous year and the new one was
to conduct a scientific lecture in his field of expertise. They
paid special attention to the autonomy of the faculties: only
the Faculty Council may elect its teachers, the University
Council may approve or reject the election and submit
the acts to the ministry for approval. At its subsequent
meetings, the University Council discussed the issues of
the university court, bringing the library of the Lycée of
Ljubljana under university administration, the French
Institute at the University of Ljubljana, the single university
law and the rector’s interventions in Belgrade regarding
the university budget. The members of the University
Council had heard many a thing about the rector’s statements in Belgrade; he was particularly harshly reprimanded
for having said that “the orientation was still towards
Vienna and other German capitals” in Slovenia. The
debate was so heated at times that the rector was facing
possible resignation. Another point of interest is that, at
the end of his term, he reported the news that the whole
country manor had been assigned to the Ljubljana university and that all institutions still occupying it (various
bureaus of the regional government) would have to move
to the barracks in Šempeter.
Dr. Rihard Zupančič, among other things one of the founders of university education in mathematics in Slovenia and,
beyond question, a strongly controversial figure, remains
a part of Slovenian history and a part of the history of the
University of Ljubljana.
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1921-1922

3rd RECTOR

Dr. Gregor GOJMIR Krek
The third rector of
the University of
Ljubljana was one
of the rare great
minds of Slovenia
to have enhanced
its national identity
with works of
enduring value in
two such widely
different fields as
science and art.
Gregor Krek was
born in Graz on 27
June 1875. He completed the gymnasium and study of
law there. In addition, he attended music school and the
conservatoire. In 1898, he was made Doctor of Law. After
a job in judicature, he was appointed a full professor of
Roman and civil law at the Faculty of Law in Ljubljana in
1920. The external expression of his remarkable personal
authority is evident in the fact that he was elected rector
in the academic year 1921/1922 as the first jurist, and
three times dean of the Faculty of Law (1920/21, 1926/27,
1934/35).
As rector, he chaired nine meetings of the University Council,
which at the time comprised all the full professors, in
accordance with the act on the University of Ljubljana.
At the very beginning, in October 1921, news came from
Belgrade of the intention of abolishing the Faculties of
Technical Sciences and Medicine in Ljubljana, despite the
fact that both of them had already produced good results
and set up quite smart, though modest, institutes without
any aid from the state whatsoever. The vice-rector Prof.
Dr. Zupančič, who was in Belgrade at the time, intervened
with the Slovenian ministers and his protest was successful.
Meanwhile, the Faculty of Law sent a special letter to
the rector’s office and all the deans’ offices proposing the
operation of the university in accordance with the new act
used by the Belgrade university. It is known that the act
on the founding of the University of Ljubljana provided
that it is to be managed according to the decree of the
Belgrade university until a special act should be made. But
the decree that applied to the University of Belgrade at the
establishment of the Ljubljana university had changed in
the meantime. This raised the question of whether every new
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act on the Belgrade university applied to the Ljubljana
university or only the Belgrade university act that was
effective in 1919. In the end, the decision adopted was that
the only act applicable to Ljubljana was the act on the
Belgrade university from the time when the Ljubljana university was being established. At its subsequent meetings,
the University Council dealt, among other things, with
the payment of rent for the university premises in the
country manor. The rector stood firm on the point that
the university would not pay rent as it occupied a state
building. Apart from that, The Rules on the St Sava Awards
of His Majesty the King were adopted at the rector’s
proposal.
In Ljubljana, Dr. Krek organised two model libraries of
legal texts: the central one in the court building and the
library of the Faculty of Law. In 1938, he became a regular
member of the Academy of Sciences an Arts and acted as
its secretary-general in the years 1939–1942. The main area
of his artistic activity was music. In 1901, he established
the music journal Novi akordi [New Chords] and gathered
the majority of Slovenian composers around it, encouraging
them to take a more modern European direction without
breaking with tradition completely. He also bequeathed a
number of important essays in the field of law. 1937 saw
the publication of his well-known textbook of the Roman
law of obligations, which demonstrates the broadness
of Krek’s knowledge and spirit and his lucid style and
precision of expression. He was particularly actively involved in the legislation on land registers. His guiding
principle at work was the Catholic ethos, while his tall
stature and calm determination inspired the respect and
esteem of all.
When Dr. Krek died on 1 September 1942, the current
rector Dr. Milko Kos sent a special memorandum to the
members of the teaching staff requesting them to attend
the funeral leading from the Chapel of St Anthony at Žale
to the cemetery of the Holy Cross.

Dr. Ale[ U[eni^nik

1922-1923

4th RECTOR

The personality and
life of Prof. Dr. Aleš
Ušeničnik, eminent
Slovenian philosopher, theologian
and, above all,
Catholic ideologist
and torch-bearer,
is characterised by
work devoted to
the spirit of goodwill and human
honesty. His life’s
path was, on the
surface, the path of a
university professor,
which he followed
steadily for almost 41 years, and, in the academic year
1922/23, it lead him to the position of rector of the University of Ljubljana and, several times, to the position of dean
of the Faculty of Theology.
Aleš Ušeničnik was born on 3 July 1868 in Poljane near
Škofja Loka. After primary school in Škofja Loka, he
attended the gymnasium in Ljubljana in 1880–1888. After
the matura exam, the young Ušeničnik, with a flair for
poetry and art in general, found himself at a crossroads,
eventually deciding on the study of theology and philosophy.
He studied in Rome at the Gregorianum, where he completed both studies with distinction and a double doctorate.
In 1896 he returned home and, the next year, he took a
professorship at the diocesan college of divinity, becoming a
full professor at the newly established Faculty of Theology
at the University of Ljubljana in 1919. He chiefly gave
lectures on the rudiments of philosophy. He died aged 84
on 30 March 1952 in Ljubljana.
Dr. Ušeničnik was a brilliant academic teacher who invested all his knowledge into his lectures. Though gifted
with a distinctly speculative mind, he did equally well in
practical life, especially in running administrative affairs.
At the June meeting of the University Council in 1922, its
members almost forced this modest and somewhat timid
man to accept his election as rector of the University of
Ljubljana at a time when its integrity constantly needed
defending against the assaults of Belgrade centralism. He
stood firm, wise and tactful at the helm of the university.
What won him the greatest admiration were his originally
sculpted addresses delivered at university events and con-

ferrals of degrees. The minutes of the University Council
meetings, chaired by Dr. Ušeničnik, reveal the high diversity of activities and the difficulties faced by the young
Slovenian university. Among other things, the records
reveal that the purchase of the building plot of the order
of the Teutonic Knights, which bordered on the Faculty
of Theology, had failed. On the other hand, its ownership
of the botanical garden was legally confirmed. A special
committee was set up under the rector’s charge to help
poor Russian students who lived in wretched conditions
at the Ljubljana Castle.
His editorship of the almost 10,000 page-long scientific
journal Katoliški obzornik (Čas), to which he was also the
main contributor, brought him esteem and authority. He
took an active role in the establishment and activity of the
Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, but was expelled
from it for political reasons in 1948 and posthumously
rehabilitated in 1996.
In terms of scope and content, Ušeničnik’s authorship and
scientific work present a remarkably extensive literary
oeuvre encompassing 18 books and a number of treatises
in various areas, though his fundamental inclination was
above all that of a philosopher, yet always a Christian
thinker. Following the example of Mahnič, he saw the
examination of the spiritual divide (the variance of world
view between the Catholics and liberals in public life) as the
central aim of his essays. His emphasis on the absolute
Christianisation of contemporary man and modern culture contains elements of the unreal, unachievable and
unattainable, as well as the outdated and outmoded; also
possessing, however, many elements of a civilising culture
of love.
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1923-1924

5th RECTOR

Dr. France Kidri^
For half a century,
Professor Dr. France
Kidrič was actively
present in Slovenian
scientific and cultural life. Still, all
Kidrič’s notable
public functions,
including those as
rector, remain more
or less eclipsed by
his scientific and
pedagogical work.
He was one of the
founders of scientific
literary history.
He was born on 23
March 1880 in the farming setting of Ratenska vas near
Rogaška Slatina. After primary school in his local community, he attended the gymnasium in Maribor, where he
sat the matura exam in 1902. He then left for Vienna, where
he undertook Slavic studies and received his doctoral
degree in 1906. Together with some of Slovenia’s other
important scholars of Slavic languages, the young Kidrič
studied at the Slavic chair then personified by the work
and figure of Vatroslav Jagić, the successor of Miklošič at
the noted Viennese chair of Slavic studies. Kidrič’s essays
from 1908 (when he joined the Court Library) to the end
of the First World War express his belief that the field was
not yet mature for any greater synthetic works and that it
should focus on preliminary studies. In this way, a number
of minor and major treatises were produced, which should
be understood as “cornerstones” for the future structure
of early Slovenian literary history. He was planning tenure
at the university in Vienna but, In August 1920, he received
an appointment at the recently established University of
Ljubljana as a full professor of the history of early Slavic
literatures with a special focus on Slovenian literature.
After settling in Ljubljana, Kidrič’s scientific plans flourished with great intensity. He was spurred on by the thought
that he and his young colleagues were creating a Slovenian
university together and laying the foundations for great
cultural institutions that were emerging with and alongside
it. In 1922, he greeted the institution of the Slovenian Biographical Lexicon with enthusiasm and eventually wrote
more than one hundred and sixty texts for it, including a
number of studies proper, rich in new material.
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Diligent as he was, he took on all the new duties that fell
to him as university professor. Professor Dr. Kidrič was
three times the dean of the Faculty of Arts (1922/23, 1936/37
and 1938/39) and, at the June meeting of the University
Council in 1923, he was elected rector of the University of
Ljubljana. At the very first, October meeting of the University Council in the new academic year, rector Dr. Kidrič
had to report that “the climate in Belgrade was not favourably disposed towards our university, which is regarded as a
political creation”. At the rector’s proposal, the University
Council adopted a line of firm protest and stressed that
the University of Ljubljana was “of the greatest cultural
importance for the entire country and an indispensable
requirement for any national resistance of Slovenia beyond
the border of the Kingdom of SCS”. With great firmness,
the University Council pressed for the improvement of the
Ljubljana university and all its segments.
Only after more than a decade of systematic preparations,
Kidrič undertook synthetic presentations between 1929 and
1938 as the crowning phase of his methodology of literary
history. The resulting books were Zgodovina slovenskega
slovstva od začetkov do Zoisove smrti [The History of
Slovenian Letters from its Beginnings to the Death of Zois]
and part one of the (unfinished) monograph on Prešeren,
the bard of the Wreath of Sonnets, both of which give the
impression of completeness, given their monumental scale
and thoroughness.
After the War, he was elected as President of the Slovenian
Academy of Sciences and Arts and he withdrew to the
academy, in bad health and disappointed with the university, which he believed had “grown to become a superior
secondary school”. He died soon after his 70th birthday,
in 1950.

Dr. Karel Hinterlechner

1924-1925

6th RECTOR

The incessant grievances from Belgrade
about the expenses
for the Ljubljana
university prompted
its barely elected
rector, Prof. Dr. Karel
Hinterlechner, to
publish a paper on
Yugoslav universities in 1925 (The
issue of universities
in Yugoslavia. With
a special focus
on the Ljubljana
university) in the
Ljubljanski zvon
monthly paper. Its well-grounded argument refuted the
objections that expressed doubts about the existence of a
Slovenian university. Rector Dr. Karel Hinterlechner was
an excellent mineralogist and petrographer, with a certain
standing in geology as well.
He was born in Ljubljana on 31 May in 1874. After completing the gymnasium in Ljubljana, he enrolled at the
Vienna university in 1894, where he studied mineralogy
and petrography, and also attended lectures in geology.
After becoming a Doctor of Philosophy, he joined the
Geological National Institute of Vienna. On the disintegration of the Habsburg monarchy, he received offers
from both Prague and Ljubljana. He chose the latter
and occupied the chair of mineralogy and petrography
as a full professor at the Ljubljana Faculty of Technical
Sciences.
Though a distinctly scientific mind, Dr. Hinterlechner
was also good at running administrative affairs: he was
vice-dean of the Faculty of Technical Sciences in the academic years 1920/21, 1922/23 and 1927/28 and dean of
the same faculty in the years 1926/27 and 1930/31, then
rector in the academic year 1924/25 and vice-rector of the
University of Ljubljana in 1925/26. As rector, assisted
by vice-rector Prof. Dr. France Kidrič and administrator
Prof. Dr. Lambert Ehrlich, he chaired four regular and
three extraordinary meetings of the University Council.
On 16 January, for instance, the Council carried a protest
against the unacademic retirement of their colleagues in
Zagreb to Nikola Pašič himself. The Council emphasized
that it endorsed any combat for the just autonomy of our

universities. As a further example, at the meeting of 23
January, the University Council discussed an article by
the member of the Ljubljana Faculty of Law and associate
professor, Dr. Mirko Kosić, published in the papers Srpske
novine and Politika, which accused some of the professors
in Ljubljana of Austrophilia, bureaucratism and official-like
practice.
Like many other founders of the University of Ljubljana,
Dr. Hinterlechner was very well aware that pedagogical
work and scientific research is impossible without laboratories, collections, libraries, etc., which were a condition
sine qua non of the disciplines. They had to be created
virtually from scratch. As early as 1919, he established
the Institute of Mineralogy and Petrography and took
the position as its head. Over a stretch of twenty years,
he had formed an institute, whose quality collection
could compare to many a foreign institute that had the
advantage of taking form in much more favourable conditions.
The expert works of Dr. Hinterlechner were chiefly geological and petrographic in subject. As a mineralogist and
petrographer, he mostly charted various areas in Czechoslovakia. Most of his scientific publications were in close
relation to his charting. In 1903, he published the textbook
Mineralogy for Lower Forms of Secondary School and
Equivalent Institutions.
Dr. Karel Hinterlechner, a regular member of the Czech
academy of science, died after prolonged and severe illness
on 24 October 1932 in Ljubljana.
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1925-1926

7 th RECTOR

Dr. Leonid Pitamic
The noted figure of
Dr. Leonid Pitamic,
rector of the University of Ljubljana,
presents an internationally recognized
legal scientist, a
first-rate teacher, a
politician and a
diplomat, as well as
a personally modest,
religious and tolerant man.
He was born on 15
December 1885 in
Postojna. After attending primary
school and three years of gymnasium in Gorizia, he entered
the Theresianum Academy in Vienna as a boarder and sat
the matura exam in 1903. He then enrolled in the Faculty
of Law at the University of Vienna and became Doctor
of Law in 1908. At the early age of thirty, he earned a
habilitation in the fields of general and Austrian state law
and, two year later, for philosophy of law. He received an
appointment at the university in Chernvitsi, but his path
led him elsewhere.
After the disintegration of the Habsburg monarchy, he
returned to Ljubljana. He was appointed an expert to the
Yugoslav delegation at the Paris Peace Conference and, in
late August 1919, with the establishment of the Slovenian
university in Ljubljana, a full professor at the Faculty
of Law along with Dr. Ivan Žolger, Dr. Bogumil Vošnjak
and Dr. Ivan Žmavc; though the latter declined the professorship. However, at the time when the newly established university began its activities, all three professors
of the Faculty of Law were in Paris. In this way, the first
Faculty Council of the Ljubljana Faculty of Law was
established there and Dr. Pitamic became its first dean.
After he returned from Paris, Pitamic managed all the
organisational work from then on; he had to organise
lecture rooms and working spaces, but most importantly
formulate clear regulations on law studies. He presented
the faculty to the public on 15 April 1920 with an inaugural lecture on the topic of Law and Revolution. He
worked at the faculty as a full professor until his retirement in June 1952, save for the 1929–1934 period, when he
became envoy extraordinary to Yugoslavia in Washington.
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In the academic year 1940/41, he was again the faculty’s
dean.
At the nomination of the Faculty of Law, Dr. Pitamic was
elected rector of the University of Ljubljana at the fourth
regular meeting of the University Council on 26 June 1925.
He assumed the duties of rector on 1 October. During his
term, he chaired three regular meetings of the University
Council, which was concerned at the time with the establishment of a student council of the University of Ljubljana,
the decision of the university court concerning “improper
conduct and behaviour of chemistry students during a field
trip to Paris”, his visit to the education minister Stjepan
Radić, the formulation of comments on the draft of the new
university act and the erection of the memorial plaque to
Dr. Ivan Žolger in the university hall.
The scientific oeuvre of Dr. Pitamic, which he wrote unceasingly – in seven languages – far into an advanced age, is
remarkably extensive. His principal work was undoubtedly
the Slovenian (1927) and English (1933) edition of Država
[The State], written at the age of forty, where he developed
a normative state theory that has never been surpassed
since in Slovenian legal science. The rise of the academic
and scientific career of Dr. Pitamic was marked by several
awards at home and, especially, abroad. He was, naturally,
among the first full members of the Slovenian Academy
of Sciences and Arts but, after the war, he was not reconfirmed and the Academy did not rehabilitate him until 25
years after his death. The rich life journey of Dr. Pitamic
came to a close at the beginning of the school holidays,
on 30 June 1971.

Dr. Franc Ksaver Lukman

1926-1927

8th RECTOR

The eighth rector
of the University
of Ljubljana, Prof.
Dr. Franc Ksaver
Lukman, left his
deepest mark in the
Slovenian cultural
sphere as a translator and interpreter
of patristic literature and an analyst
of the history of
the first few centuries of Christianity. This world
renowned patrologist was by nature
an affable, well-bred gentleman of fine feeling – in short,
a genuinely good soul.
Franc Ksaver Lukman was born to farmer parents on 24
November 1880 in Loke near Sv. Jurij in the Savinja Valley.
He attended primary school in Sv. Jurij, the gymnasium
in Maribor and studied philosophy and theology at the
Gregorianum in Rome, where he gained a doctorate in
both fields. He began studying early Christian literature
during his stay in Rome, a pursuit he remained faithful to
for life. After returning to his homeland, he set out as a
professor of moral theology at the Theological College
in Maribor. He engaged in pedagogical work for eleven
years in Maribor, followed by thirty-two more years in
Ljubljana.
However, he had not come to Ljubljana in 1919 to teach
but in response to a summons, as a professor of less than
forty years of age, into the National Government for
Slovenia to act as officer for religious affairs. In 1920 he
was appointed to the young Slovenian university and the
attached Faculty of Theology, first as an associate and
later, in 1921, as a full professor of historical dogmatics,
the history of early Christian literature and the history of
the first three centuries of Christianity. The young professor was dean of the Faculty of Theology in the years
1923/24 and 1929/30.He was elected rector at the meeting
of the University Council of 31 May 1926. The academic
year of Dr. Lukman’s rectorship was relatively calm. In
the annual report of 30 September 1926, the former rector
reported that the year had seen the establishment of Dr.
Pavel Turner’s institution for advancing the professional

qualifications of candidate graduates, Slovenian jurists and
philosophers, “which shall be awarded by the university
management.” At the regular meeting of 7 May 1927, the
University Council was acquainted with the rector’s
report on the prepared draft of the founding charter of
Turner’s institution. The university management, in turn,
consensually thanked the dean of the Faculty of Law,
Prof. Dr. Metod Dolenc, for its preparation. At several
meetings when Lukman was rector, the University Council
also discussed “the various options regarding building land
(Šempeter barracks and Cekin Castle) and loans, namely
for the new building of the University of Ljubljana”. Within
the scope of regular current business, Lukman made
decisions on the prolongation of student enrolment in
exceptional cases, the purchase of equipment for university
institutes and disciplinary measures for “transcript falsification”, as well as the participation of the rector in the
honorary committee for the erection of the monument to
King Peter in Ljubljana.
Lukman’s organisational skills also came to the fore in his
editorial activities, among other things as editor of the
Slovenian Biographical Lexicon, for which he wrote over
180 biographies of Slovenian theologians and members of
religious orders. His scientific work and aspiration to
rediscover the sources of Christianity aligned him with
the renewal process within the Catholic Church, which
reached its peak with the far-reaching reform of the second
Ecumenical Council of the Vatican.
Dr. Lukman, a corresponding member of the SAZU (Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts), finished his
scientific and life’s journey in 1958, in the first year of
Pope John XXIII, father of the Council and father of the
“aggiornamento”.
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1927-1928

9th RECTOR

Dr. Rajko Nahtigal
In the field of Slavic
and Slovenian science, rector Prof.
Dr. Rajko Nahtigal
holds an eminent
place among the
great philologists.
This noted native
of Novo mesto was
born on 14 April
1877. He completed
primary school and
the first two years
of the gymnasium
in Novo mesto, and
the remainder in
Ljubljana, where
he sat the matura exam in 1895, the year of the great earthquake. In autumn of the same year, when he was eighteen
years old, he undertook the study of Slavic languages
at the university in Vienna, at the Central-European
Slavic philological seminar. He graduated in 1900 and
sat the doctoral exams. In 1913 he was habilitated as an
associate professor at the Slavic department in Graz.
Nahtigal’s time in Vienna and Graz was characterised
by his interest in the Albanian language and the Freising
Manuscripts.
He put forward and described his views on the introduction of Slovenian university studies to the University
Commission in Ljubljana. Nahtigal’s view served, in
many ways, as a substantial and organisational basis for
establishing the University of Ljubljana. In the winter
semester of 1919–1920, he began his lectures and seminars
– as one of the first group of full professors appointed in
the summer of 1919. He gave lectures on selected chapters
of the history of Slavic philology. He was the first head of
the Seminar of Slavic Philology and the first dean of the
Faculty of Arts. In his first years in Ljubljana, he devoted
much of his creative energy to the newly founded university and his students. He took special pains to prevent the
young university from sliding down to a provincial level,
given the unfavourable financial circumstances and general
mood. He knew he would have to step up the education
of young scientists.
As the minutes of the meeting of the University Council
of 9 June 1927 have not been preserved, it is not known
how Nahtigal came to be elected rector. In November, news
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began to arrive from Belgrade that again foreshadowed
the abolition of some of the university’s faculties. The
chief targets were the Faculties of Medicine and Technical
Sciences. This time, the initiative was taken up by the
students first with cooperation from the professors, and
then by the University Council, strongly backed by the
Slovenian public. In addition, the end of 1927 saw the
publication of the memorandum entitled The Significance
of the University of Ljubljana for Slovenians and the
State of SCS (Serbs, Croats and Slovenes), issued and
signed by a number of Slovenian societies, institutions
and organisations from all political camps. With such
support from the public, rector Dr. Nahtigal and the Senate
of the University of Ljubljana managed to convince the
special university commission of the education ministry in
Belgrade of the harmful effect of any reductions. Another
issue raised again was the question of building new university facilities at the Kosler estate. Professor Jože Plečnik
made a provisional plan of possible layouts of university
facilities on this land and of how Kosler’s chateau (Cekin
Castle) could be converted for the purposes of the university.
Dr. Nahtigal was the editor of several scientific journals
for Slavic studies (and humanities) and, after the establishment of the Academy of Sciences and Arts in Ljubljana in
1938, he became its full member and first president. His
earned his greatest scientific merit with the critical edition
of the Euchologium Sinaiticum in the Glagolitic alphabet,
the Slovenian edition of the old Russian epic Slovo o
polku Igoŕeve [The Song of Igor’s Campaign] and his
work in comparative linguistics entitled Slavic Languages.
The distinguished Slovenian scholar Dr. Rajko Nahtigal,
the last figure in the great school of Slavic philology of
the 19th century (Dobrovsky – Kopitar – Miklošič – Jagić –
Nahtigal), died in Ljubljana on 29 March 1958 at the age
of eighty-one.

Dr. Milan Vidmar

1928-1929

10th RECTOR

The tenth rector of
the University of
Ljubljana wrote in
his Memoirs that
he already knew at
his election that he
would have to, on
the one hand, fight
energetically for
the university’s
existence, and on
the other hand, to
prepare the formal
celebration of its
tenth anniversary
(almae matris labacensis). What he
did not know was he would have to resort to a quite singular weapon to achieve this end. As a dangerous chess
master and master of chess tricks, he made a journey to
Belgrade in 1929 and obtained permission from the king
to rename the university after His Majesty, as Universitas
Alexandrina, together with its new protector’s assurance
of its integrity.
Prof. Dr. Milan Vidmar was born on 22 June 1885 in
Ljubljana. In his town of birth, he attended a four-year
primary school and classical gymnasium, obtained the
matura certificate from the Ljubljana »realka« secondary
school in 1902 and in 1903 at the Novo mesto gymnasium. In Vienna, he gained a first and doctoral degree in
mechanical engineering but, at the same time, he increasingly moved out of this field and switched to electrical
engineering. Transformers became Vidmar’s narrower
field of specialisation, which made him famous in the
pre-war years throughout the worldwide technical community.
In early 1919, he returned to Ljubljana and accepted the
invitation to lecture at the future University of Ljubljana.
He started in May 1919 with the inaugural lecture “The
Engineer – Philosopher and the Machine – Colossus” for
the temporary Technical College Course, the predecessor
of the emerging Faculty of Technical Sciences at the University of Ljubljana.
In late August, he became a full, but sole professor in the
department of electrical and mechanical engineering of the
Faculty of Technical Sciences at the University of Ljubljana.
He remained faithful to his pedagogical work for 43 years,

up to his death on 9 October, 1962. As a teacher, he was
distinguished for the exceptional clarity of his lectures
and his fatherly care for his students (they nicknamed
him “dad”).
Preparations for the celebration of the tenth anniversary of
the University’s existences started at the very beginning of
Vidmar’s rectorship. In June 1928, the University Council
elected a committee of five members, chaired by the rector, who were to prepare a fitting ceremony. They planned
the publication of a suitable commemorative book, the
organisation of a ceremonial assembly in the university
assembly hall and the preparation of a rector’s chain. The
rectorial chain was designed by Professor Plečnik. The
official date set for the celebration was 22 June. At the
ceremony, the rector read the decision of King Alexander
I, which conferred the King’s name on the University of
Ljubljana. The Mayor of Ljubljana, Dr. Puc, congratulated
the rector on behalf of the municipalities of Slovenia,
hanging the rectorial chain around his neck. The last act of
the ceremony was to award a doctoral degree to Dr. Danilo
Majaron, the former president of the University Commission
that had made preparations for the establishment of the
university in 1918/19. The university rewarded his services
with an honorary doctorate – the first one in its short
existence so far.
Vidmar’s written oeuvre is remarkably extensive, with more
than twenty book titles ranking him among the most
prolific Slovenian authors. In Ljubljana, he founded the
Institute for Electricity Supply Economy, which has been
named after him since 1968. His professional work was
acknowledged by many Slovenian and foreign awards,
while his love of chess occupied a large part of his private
life. The personality of Dr. Milan Vidmar has already passed into history; a personality of a type seldom found in
Slovenia – and also rare in the world at large.
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1929-1930

11th RECTOR

Dr. Metod Dolenc
As it transpired,
Dr. Milan Vidmar’s
endeavours to rename the University
of Ljubljana were
not looked on kindly
by all the members
of the University
Council, although
they had loyally
stood by in silence
when receiving a
telegram of thanks.
The end of the summer semester of
1929 saw elections
historical archives of ljubljana (zal), photo library
for a new rector. In
accordance with a minutely agreed procedure, it was the
turn of the Faculty of Law, but to everybody’s surprise, the
dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Dr. Alfred Šerko, declared
that this time his faculty would not forego its right, held
by all the faculties, and again nominated Dr. Vidmar. The
dean of the Faculty of Law, Prof. Dr. Rado Kušej, however
proposed a candidate from his own faculty, Dr. Metod
Dolenc. This was one of the longest and, above all, most
uneasy elections for rector that the University of Ljubljana
has seen. A single majority vote decided in the favour of the
candidate from the Faculty of Law.
Metod Dolenc was born on 19 December 1875 in Slap pri
Vipavi. He attended primary school both in Slap and in
Ljubljana. He sat the matura exam in 1883 in Novo mesto.
He studied law at the University of Vienna in 1894–1898
and became Doctor of Law in 1899. Having completed
his legal studies, he immediately took up a practice in
court.
In March 1920, he was appointed a full professor of criminal law at the University of Ljubljana. After finishing his
university studies, Dr. Dolenc displayed no particular
inclination towards any field of legal science. His predominant focus on criminal law sciences was largely due to
his work experience in the court. Early on, in 1921, he
established the Institute of Criminology, attached to the
seminar of criminal law, and he remained the head of both
institutions until his death. As a judge, he encountered and
developed a keen interest in the participation of laymen
in criminal justice in the form of a jury. Dolenc’s scope of
work covered various areas, from criminology, substantive
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and procedural law, to the fields of forensic psychology
and legal regulation. He also wrote many treatises on
legal history, summed up in his noted book Pravna zgodovina za slovensko ozemlje [Legal History in the Slovenian
Territory], making him the founder of Slovenian legal history. He participated in the homogenisation of Yugoslav
criminal legislation and advocated its reform by taking
both past experience and modern criminal law trends into
account.
In the academic years 1921/22, 1925/26 and 1935/36, he
was dean of the Faculty of Law. His rectorship in 1929/30
was burdened by intensive activity in the Supreme Legislative Council in Belgrade. During his office, the University
Council and the Management Board dealt primarily with
the plan for a new university act, which was to include
a merger of the Faculties of Theology in Ljubljana and
Zagreb into one faculty with headquarters in Zagreb, while
the Faculty of Technical Sciences was to undergo the
consolidation of individual institutes. The rector tried to
preclude any unwelcome surprises through an audience
with the King.
In addition to representing one of the peaks of Slovenian
and Yugoslav legal science, Dr. Metod Dolenc also won
recognition as a Slovenian scientist of criminal law and
legal history abroad. He died on 10 October 1941.

Dr. Alfred [erko

1930-1932

12th RECTOR

“The late professor
was known even
in the remotest villages as the doctor
from the asylum. He
was popular with
patients like hardly
anyone else.” Those
were the words
of Primarius Dr.
Miroslav Hribar on
the death of Professor Dr. Alfred
Šerko, doctor and
neuropsychiatrist,
a noted figure in
Slovenian scientific
and cultural life of the late 19th and the first half of the
20th centuries.
Alfred Šerko was born on 16 July 1879 in Cerknica. In his
memoirs, he described himself as a boy with an extremely
active imagination and of boundless enterprise. At less
than five years old, he was sent to the Cerknica four-year
primary school. Schoolwork was child’s play to him and
he was easily the best student. He passed the matura exam
in 1897 in Ljubljana. At the Faculty of Arts of the University of Vienna, he gained a doctorate in 1904 with a
dissertation on Spinoza and, in 1909, he also completed
his study of medicine. In Prague, he was habilitated as a
private assistant professor.
After the disintegration of the monarchy, he worked as a
neurologist in the Ljubljana garrison hospital and was
actively involved in the establishment of the University of
Ljubljana as member of the University Commission. He
was also among the group of the first eighteen professors
of the University of Ljubljana and, almost continuously,
the dean of the Faculty of Medicine. He lectured in the
anatomy and physiology of the nervous system and ran an
elective course on the basics of psychiatry. His campaigning
for the establishment of a complete Faculty of Medicine
was fiery and always polemical. He was also preparing
to establish a psychiatric clinic. In 1928, he took up the
position as the head of a provisional ward in a hospital
for the mentally ill, where he was guided by modern treatment with insulin and cardiosol. Šerk’s extensive psychiatric and neurological treatises were of high scientific merit
and reveal an expert who was not only familiar with a wide

range of literature but also displayed a high level of scientific innovation; his works met with a notable response in
the scientific world.
At the regular meeting of the University Council of 16
June 1930 Professor Šerko was elected the eleventh rector
of the University of Ljubljana, when the Faculty of
Medicine, for the first time, did not refrain from its right
to nominate its own candidate for the office of rector. In
accordance with the new Universities Act proclaimed
by the King in late June 1930, he was elected for the term
of two years. However, this was the beginning of stormy
times and large-scale political rallies, as well as times when
Ljubljana students were becoming increasingly vocal. At
the ceremony of St Sava on 27 January 1932, they scattered
leaflets in the teachers’ staff room and caused disruptions.
The consequences were felt by the rector as the financial
act for the budget year of 1932/33 contained instructions
for the abolition of the Faculties of Medicine, Theology,
Technical Sciences and Law. This would leave only the
Faculty of Arts and, in the technical areas, the Department
of Mining, Geology and Metallurgy in Ljubljana. Obviously
even the protectorate of King Alexander I did not save the
university from further threats. In striking out this article,
the rector was believed to have been backed by the president
of the Slovenian Catholic party, Anton Korošec, who was
then in the Opposition, and not by the current democrat
minister Albert Kramer, who even declared that not a stone
of the University of Ljubljana should be left standing after
these demonstrations.
Prof. Dr. Alfred Šerko, a prominent intellectual who was
unwilling to assimilate into the polished world of norms
despite his gigantic spiritual stature, died in Ljubljana at
the age of 59.
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1932-1934, 1939-1941

13 th AND 17 th RECTOR

Dr. Matija Slavi^
Prof. Dr. Matija
Slavič, Slovenian
expert on the Bible
and national defence activist, was
born on 27 January
1877 to a farming
family in Bučečovci
near Ljutomer. He
attended primary
school in Križevci
and Radgona, attended the classical
gymnasium in Maribor and studied
theology in Maribor
historical archives of ljubljana (zal), photo library
and Vienna. As early
as the time when the University Commission was still
active, Dr. Matija Slavič, professor of Biblical sciences of
the Old Testament at the Theological College in Maribor,
was mentioned among the names of prospective professors for the University of Ljubljana. However, the government at the time required Dr. Slavič’s services as an
expert for the Prekmurje region and he participated in the
Paris and London peace conferences. For that reason, the
rector’s office was unable to inform him of his appointment as associate professor of Biblical sciences of the Old
Testament at the Faculty of Theology until 29 January
1920, and his lectures eventually commenced in February
1920. His career in the University of Ljubljana rose steeply
over the following years. As early as the next June, he
was made a full professor. He was vice-dean and several
times the dean of the Faculty of Theology, the vice-rector
of the University and its rector in the periods 1932–34
and 1939–41.
Financial pressures and related attempts to abolish individual faculties also resurfaced at full force during Slavič’s
first rectorship but, through personal intervention, he
managed to fend off the threatening danger. Meanwhile,
the education minister in Belgrade was preparing a plan
for the reorganisation of all three Yugoslav universities,
which would separate “professional faculties from historical ones”. In Ljubljana, this would mean the separation
of the Faculty of Technical Sciences, which the “ministry
was apparently intending to reshape into a special administrative unit and entirely independent college”. In his
talks with Belgrade, the rector consistently maintained the
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position of the University Senate of the University of
Ljubljana, who insisted that “the indivisibility of the university is in the professional and scientific interest”. Other
activities worth noting in rector Dr. Slavič’s first term
is his promotion of building a university library, as he
enthusiastically supported the related “Academic Action”
of the students. Right at the beginning of his second term
as rector, which already reaches into the Second World
War, he negotiated loans for the construction of institutes
for natural sciences, anatomy, chemistry and mechanical
engineering, a centre of mineralogy and an academic
canteen. On the 20th anniversary of the establishment of
the University of Ljubljana, at the ceremonial meeting
of the University Senate of 17 December 1939, Dr. Slavič
awarded an honorary doctorate to Dr. Anton Korošec and
then another to Ivan Hribar in 1941. He wanted to set up
memorial plaques around the statue of King Alexander I
in the university assembly hall, as tributes to people
instrumental in the establishment of the university – to
Dr. Ljuba Davidović, Dr. Danilo Majaron and Dr. Karel
Verstovšek.
When Ljubljana was occupied by the Italians, the University
of Ljubljana and especially its leadership headed by the
rector, found itself in a very unfavourable position. The
circumstances required a great deal of diplomatic skill.
The rector’s firm intervention thus prevented the military
from seizing the barely finished building of the university
library and enabled its intended occupation. At the end
of the war, Dr. Slavič left Slovenia but returned eventually
and, from 1948 onward and almost until his death in
1958, he continued his pedagogical work at the Faculty
of Theology. He was the first Slovenian to consistently
translate the biblical text of the Old Testament using
the Hebrew original, a task that exhausted all his physical
strength.
In November 1940, Dr. Slavič was decorated with the Order
of the Yugoslav Crown, Class II.

Dr. Fran Ramov[

1934-1935

14th RECTOR

The work and the
mind of the fourteenth rector of
the University of
Ljubljana harmoniously combined
the characteristics
of a great and
broadly educated
scientist. He ushered
in a completely
new age in Slovenian studies; what
was back then
the least researched
Slavic language
saw the reconstruction of its individual phases of development.
Fran Ramovš was born on 14 September 1890, in Ljubljana.
He attended primary school in Borovnica, the gymnasium
In Ljubljana and studied linguistics in Vienna and Graz.
In 1914 he became a Doctor of Philosophy. Having been
habilitated in 1918, the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy prompted his return from Graz to Ljubljana,
where he joined in the preparations for the establishment
of the university and became secretary to the University
Commission. Dr. Ramovš was an excellent organiser
of scientific-pedagogical work. After the university was
founded, he was the administrator of the university for
two years, charged with organising its operation. In August
1919 he was appointed a full professor of the Slovenian
language – one of the first professors of the newly established university. In 1926/27 he became the dean of the
Faculty of Arts. At the regular meeting of the University
Council of 16 June 1934, he was nominated for rector by
the dean of the Faculty of Arts, Dr. Karl Oštir, and was
duly elected. Three days later, he received a resolution
from the Student Society which, above all, demanded the
absolute autonomy of the University in parallel with the
demands of the academics from the Zagreb and Belgrade
university. At the meetings of the Administrative Board in
the winter semester of 1934/35, rector Dr. Ramovš reported
on the allocation of new facilities to the deanship of the
Faculty of Medicine, the enlargement of the lecture hall
of the Anatomical Institute and, further on, the reports
of commissions that had inspected the inventory in the
histological, physiological, anatomical, biological and

physical institutes of the Faculty of Medicine. At the extraordinary meeting of 26 January 1935, the rector reported
on the presentation of the St Sava awards to students of
the University of Ljubljana. Dr. Ramovš proposed the
establishment of the Academy of Sciences and Art in
Ljubljana as early as back in 1929, believing that “the cultural structure in Ljubljana is not yet complete”. In his
letter to the education minister of 2 January 1935, he once
more submitted an application for the establishment of
the academy. Its rejection was one of the reasons for his
resignation from the office of rector, which he did out of
protest. On 13 January 1935, he sent his letter of resignation to the vice-rector. The letter enclosed a medical
certificate stating that he needed several months of rest
and quiet. The very next day, his resignation was accepted
at the University Council meeting. He continued to make
efforts for the establishment of the academy, showing
even greater persistence, and things did gradually begin to
improve. He was the driving force and the soul of its
establishment.
Ramovš’s life’s project is the Historical Grammar of the
Slovenian Language, which was published in two parts
(The Consonant System in 1924 and Dialects in 1935).
In the later years, these were followed by the renowned
A Brief History of the Slovenian Language (1936) and, in
cooperation with Dr. Milko Kos, a new edition of the
Freising Manuscripts (1937). His scientific work lead to
his election as a corresponding member of the Yugoslav,
Serbian and Polish academies of science. He was among
the first full members of the Slovenian Academy, its
secretary-general and, in the years before his death (1952),
also its president.
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1935-1937

15 th RECTOR

Dr. Maks Samec
The rotation system
of rectorial elections
used at the University of Ljubljana
was never regulated
by statute; it was
established by tradition. Likewise, it
was not defined
which faculty should
supply its candidate
in the case of the
early resignation of
a rector. The main
issue, however, that
lacked definition
historical archives of ljubljana (zal), photo library
was whether the
rotary right to instate a candidate was exhausted with the
election of the candidate and his acceptance of the election. This left open the issue of whether, if a rectorship
was terminated before the full term of office, the right to
instate a new candidate fell to the faculty whose rector
gave up his office before his time with the rotation not
applying at all, or whether this right should shift to the
next faculty in accordance with the rotation system.
These open issues of rectorial elections, which were essentially an internal affair of the University of Ljubljana and
its autonomy, lead to some exciting elections for rector in
January 1935, where these issues were discussed in daily
newspapers and became the object of political feuds. The
issues were settled at the new elections for rector: on 14
January the second round saw the election of the candidate of the Faculty of Technical Sciences, Prof. Dr. Maks
Samec.
Maks Samec was born on 27 June 1881 in Kamnik in the
Gorenjska region. In 1904, he obtained a PhD in organic
chemistry from the Faculty of Arts at the University of
Vienna. First he found employment as a meteorologist,
which is how he first took up ballooning. In the years
1905–1914 he then taught as a secondary school teacher at
Viennese “realka” secondary schools (Realschule). After
the war, he accepted an invitation to the newly founded
Slovenian university in Ljubljana. He became the first full
professor of chemistry at the Faculty of Technical Sciences
of the University of Ljubljana. He started out virtually
from scratch in the basement rooms of a “realka” school, but
by the time the war broke out, he had elevated the study
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of chemistry to a world-class level. What enhanced his reputation the most, both at home and abroad, was his organisation of institute-based research work in his department,
which was dubbed “Samec’s school”.
In addition to his pedagogical achievements, Dr. Samec
was the dean of the Faculty of Technical Sciences in the
periods 1920–22 and 1935–37. In the beginning of his rectorship, in the second half of 1935, he dealt with arrangements for a students’ canteen, the acquisition of a building permit for the construction of the university library
and the erection of the statue of the deceased King
Alexander I, which was purchased by the banate administration from the sculptor Nikolaj Pirnat and presented to
the university.
In mid March of 1939, he reported to the University Council
that the students were greatly upset, chiefly due to tuition
fees and laboratory charges. The rector tried to calm the
students. In the meantime, Kosler’s heirs offered the university the purchase of their castle and estate (Cekin Castle)
but, at the meeting of the university administration, the
rector was to discover that there was no money. Happily,
at the meeting of the University Council in February 1937,
he could declare the beginning of construction work for
the university library.
After the war, he abandoned teaching at the university and
devoted himself completely to the establishment of the
Chemistry Institute. He received numerous awards from
national and foreign institutions, but his rich work has still
to receive comprehensive evaluation.
Dr. Maks Samec, the founder of modern Slovenian chemical
science, died on 1 July 1964 in Ljubljana, aged 83.

Dr. Rado Ku[ej

1937-1939

16th RECTOR

Prof. Dr. Rado Kušej
was born on 21 July
1875 in Spodnje
Libuče in Carinthia.
He attended primary
school in Bleiburg
and the Benedictine
gymnasium in St.
Paul in Lavanttal and
later in Klagenfurt,
where he passed
the matura exam
with distinction.
After gymnasium,
he studied law in
Vienna, concluding
his studies in 1901
with a doctorate and then working in the judicature. As
early as in 1905–1906, encouraged by Ivan Hribar and with
a scholarship from the Austrian education ministry, intended
for the preparation of teachers for the future Ljubljana
university, he specialized at the Ulrich Stutz institute of
canon law in Bonn and in 1908 published his work on the
reorganisation of the dioceses in Inner Austria under
Joseph II, which won him an international reputation. In
1919, he was habilitated at the then newly established
Faculty of Law, first as an associate and then as a full
professor of canon law. In the area of science, where his
primary interest lay in canon law, he published a series of
expert works treating the history of Catholic canon law,
Catholic and Orthodox canon law in relation to the conditions in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, the
relationship between the church and the state, Yugoslav
matrimonial law and confessional equality in this area. As
a jurist who excelled at combining historical explanation
with the search for new legislative solutions, he aimed for
a facultative civil law, for the exclusive authority of the
state regarding the civil aspect of law and for a single state
matrimonial law.
After the office of vice-dean and dean at the Faculty of
Law in 1921–1923, he became rector and vice-rector in the
late 30’s. As rector of the University of Ljubljana, his goal
was to ensure that it remained educational and scientific
in nature and separate from party politics. At the same
time, he vehemently defended its authorities, including
its supervision of academic societies. He strove to prevent
attempts to exploit the university for political ends. In

view of the danger of student unrest during the events in
the Republic of Czechoslovakia in 1939, he maintained
peace by closing the main university building. He wanted
the university to have quality academic staff that would
be formed according to unified criteria for scientific qualifications. His rectorship coincided with the greatest
flourishing of the university, made possible by the favourable circumstances of that time. The construction of the
university library was underway and the building of a series
of institutes of the Faculty of Technical Sciences began.
Donations from the Italian government helped the rector
acquire a copy of the Italian encyclopedia for the university
library. In 1940, the university was decorated with the
Order of St Sava, Class I, which demonstrates the reputation it had acquired at home in the two decades of its
existence.
Dr. Kušej died in Ljubljana in May 1941.
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1941-1945

18th REKTOR

Dr. Milko Kos
Prof. Dr. Milko
Kos was born on 2
December 1892, in
Gorizia. He attended
primary school and
gymnasium in his
home town, where
he also passed the
matura exam in
1911. In Vienna, he
studied geography
and history and
obtained a doctoral
degree in 1916. He
continued his studies in the auxiliary
historical archives of ljubljana (zal), photo library
sciences of history
in Vienna and Paris. After the First World War, he started
working, at the order of the National Government in
Ljubljana, on the solution to the archival issue in Vienna,
after which he studied Slovenian medieval manuscripts in
the Lycée Library in Ljubljana. In 1926, he became an associate and then a full professor of general medieval history
and the auxiliary sciences of history at the Faculty of Arts
at the University of Ljubljana.
His scientific work was just as extensive as his abilities
and professional schooling, including both the publication
of sources and syntheses and encompassing many areas of
the political, economic and cultural history of the Middle
Ages. From the publication of documents he switched
to the publication of narrative, terrier and other types of
sources. He published the two most important early medieval sources for Slovenian history: an essay on the religious
conversion of the Bavarians and Carantanians and the
text of the Freising Manuscripts. His other major works
include the first scientific synthesis of Slovenian medieval
history, entitled (in its second edition) “A History of Slovenians: from the Settlement to the Fifteenth Century ”.
Given the multidisciplinary nature of his scientific work
and other activities, the numerous honours he received,
as well as the high offices he performed, were only understandable.
He was the dean and vice-dean of the Faculty of Arts, the
head of the history department at the Faculty of Arts,
the vice-rector and, during the Second World War, the
rector of the University of Ljubljana. It was his rectorship
under occupation that must have been the toughest of
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these tasks. He stood firm in the face of the occupier and
protected the university, university library and the libraries
of the institutes from destruction or from the confiscation
of the rich library material. Just how great the danger was
can be seen in the fact that the Carinthian Nazis assessed
the “Slovenian university in Ljubljana” as the “educational
institution of the greatest importance”. Due to the delicacy
and difficulty of the situation, it was of particular satisfaction to Dr. Kos when the new government confirmed
him as rector for the rest of his term in 1945 and then for
a new term as vice-rector.
Academic Prof. Dr. Milan Kos, “peerless authority on the
knowledge of ‘where from, since when and how’ Slovenians
came to be in the new homeland”, died in 1972.

Dr. Alojz KrÆl

1945-1946

19th REKTOR

The nineteenth of
the rectors who
directed the University of Ljubljana
was the only foreigner to hold that
office. Czech in
origin and born in
Dolní Studénky, he
graduated in construction engineering at the Czech
Technical College in
Brno and was then
employed as a civil
servant in Ljubljana.
historical archives of ljubljana (zal), photo library
On 31 July 1916, he
was awarded a doctorate in technical sciences at the same
college in Brno. When conditions made the establishment
of the University of Ljubljana possible, he was invited to
take a professorship at the Faculty of Technical Sciences.
As an associate, and soon as a full professor, he was actively
involved in founding the university. Throughout his tenure,
he taught technical mechanics and material testing. He won
respect and a fine reputation among students, as evident
from Prof. Plečnik’s recommendation for his promotion
to full professorship, in which he wrote, “Professor Král
is a man of exceptional qualities and enjoys a great and
deserved reputation among his students as an outstanding
and highly diligent teacher.”
In the period until the end of the Second World War, he
took leadership of the faculty as dean four times – and, on
11 October 1945, he was selected from four candidates at
the meeting of the University Council and elected as the
new rector of the University of Ljubljana with a majority
vote.
As the first rector elected after the liberation, the new
socio-political situation required him to first meet with
the representatives of the new people’s government, who
promised their full support in the future development
of the university, promises that they largely fulfilled. In
the 1946 budget year, the resources made available to the
university were sufficient to meet most of the staff requirements of the faculties. The resources allocated for its
material needs were likewise greater than the university had
ever had in the pre-war period. The financial situation was
still unsatisfactory however, as repairs were necessary to the

war-damaged buildings, particularly the Faculty of Technical Sciences and the university library.
In the academic year 1945/46, a student organisation was
formed that established good cooperation with the rector,
who promoted the regulation of the financial situation
of highly-performing students and drew attention to the
issues of scholarships, student health care and student halls
of residence.
After thirty-three years of service to the Slovenian nation,
sixty-two year old Professor Král felt the call of his homeland. In 1945, he negotiated with the Czech education
minister regarding reassignment to the Technical College
in Brno, in his narrower homeland of Moravia. This made
him hesitate over his candidature for rector. But when his
fellow-professors expressed their confidence in him with
their votes, he postponed his departure for a year and
conscientiously carried out his rectorial and pedagogical
obligations. In the new academic year he was appointed a
professorship in Brno. As he had predicted when taking up
his office, he withdrew early and left Ljubljana. When
leaving, the professor was thanked for his selfless work as
rector and long-standing professor by the newly elected
rector Melik at the meeting of the University Council on
behalf of all its members. Professor Vidmar, in his turn,
stressed the human qualities of the departing rector, which
especially came to the fore during the occupation: “At that
time he was closer to me than anyone. He has always
been my best comrade and advisor, he was closer to me
than a fellow countryman.”
In the following years, Professor Král remained attached
to Slovenia and the university, to which the most creative
years of his life had been devoted, and he often revisited it.
In a mark of honour, the university awarded him an honorary doctorate in 1956. He died in Brno on 23 April 1969.
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1946-1950

20th RECTOR

Dr. Anton Melik
Prof. Dr. Anton
Melik, the second
of the line of rectors who directed
the University of
Ljubljana in the
post-Second World
War period, was
born on 1 January
1890 in Črna vas.
He started his professional journey,
which lead him to
this top position,
after receiving a
first degree in geography and history
at the Viennese university and as a teacher at the II. state
gymnasium in Ljubljana, where his fresh ideas won the
favour of his secondary school and later university students.
In 1927, he received a doctorate that opened the door of
the university to him. He became an assistant professor at
the chair of geography. Under modest conditions but with
great zeal, he undertook the organisation of pedagogical
and scientific research work. He produced a very animated
and varied seminar in which he combined his pedagogical
work with initiatives for scientific research. In 1932, he
was promoted to associate professor and he became a full
professor of the University of Ljubljana in 1938. Its Geographical Institute developed into one of the university’s
vital hubs of expertise. In the academic years 1940/41 and
1945/46 he was dean of the Faculty of Arts. After the end
of the war he also engaged actively in politics. In addition
to his many professional and political functions, he was
elected the new rector of the University of Ljubljana at the
regular meeting of the University Council on 9 November
1946. He was nominated for this office by Professor Kidrič
as the only candidate. The elections by secret ballot came
out with 82 votes out of 90 for Melik. The next meeting
of the University Council did not take place until two
years later, on 18 December 1948. At the proposal of the
Faculty of Law, which should have nominated the new
rector according to the tradition of rotation, Anton Melik
was re-elected by acclamation.
Throughout the term of his rectorship, the university continued to enjoy the favour of the government and it could
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further develop with the vigour already shown during rector Král’s short office.
The first building works directly after the liberation were
primarily repairs. In 1947, however, the university entered
a new period that called for planned construction. The
needs of the University of Ljubljana were included in the
construction programme of the first five-year plan. The
buildings of the Hydraulic, Chemical and Metallurgical
Institutes were rebuilt in the first two years and others
plans envisaged the construction of buildings for future
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics and the
Faculty of Arts. Regarding the location of the future university buildings, rector Melik worked on acquiring the as
yet vacant land near the National and University Library,
which would create a kind of “university city” along
Emonska Road.
During his term, the University of Ljubljana reached its
thirtieth anniversary of existence. The university celebrated
this anniversary as a single organisation, but no more than
a month later the Act on Higher Education Regulation in
the People’s Republic of Slovenia was passed, which cut
deeply into its tissue. Rector Melik handed over a curtailed
university of four faculties to his successor (Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Arts, Law and Economics). This
left an independent Technical College with six faculties
and a Medical College with four faculties. The Faculty of
Agronomy and Forestry and the Faculty of Law became
independent as well.
The scientific work of Professor Anton Melik received the
Kidrič Award in 1961. He died in Ljubljana on 8 June 1966.

Dr. Gorazd Ku[ej

1950-1952

21st RECTOR

The reorganisation
of the Ljubljana
colleges in 1950 also
introduced changes
in the traditional
university structure
of authority. Rectors
were henceforth
elected by the University Assembly,
which took over the
tasks and membership of the former
University Council.
At its first meeting
on 10 November
1950, Prof. Rakovec
proposed “that the next rector to be elected should be
Dr. Gorazd Kušej, the current vice-rector, who defended
the interests of our University and the objectives of all our
faculties consistently and everywhere”. Through a secret
ballot, Prof. Kušej won the majority of votes and became
the twenty-first rector of the University of Ljubljana. The
honours and duties he assumed were not unfamiliar to him,
as he was born into the family of university professor and
rector Rado Kušej.
Gorazd Kušej, born on 17 December 1907 in Graz, obtained
his first degree in 1929 and, the next year, a PhD from the
Faculty of Law at the University of Ljubljana. He was
the first in its line of rectors to have been educated at the
institution, the leadership of which he was later entrusted
with. In 1939 he was appointed its associate professor and,
in 1945, a full professor. As vice-rector, he stood by rector
Melik for two years and, after his term of office ran out,
he was re-selected for vice-rector.
Rector Kušej described his two-year office at the head of
the University of Ljubljana as calm. After the situation in
higher education was settled temporarily, the focus of the
faculties turned primarily to study issues. In two years they
succeeded in preparing new systems of study. The Science
Committee at the Council for Education and Culture
only approved the study plans of the faculties within the
University, while the plans of independent faculties and
colleges were left unconfirmed. The rector felt this confirmation was the result of the well-performed work of the
University. He believed the second reason for its successful
work was the new structure of higher education.

By separating the technical sciences from the university, it
became more homogenous and its bodies found it easier
to deal with the problems of the individual faculties. Along
with the satisfactory results, the rector however began
to notice tendencies in educational politics towards a
re-integration of the higher education system that became
apparent when preparing the Universities Act. He was
unsatisfied with the staff situation, since as many as a half
of the professors were aged over sixty and could retire at
any time, which made it vital to supply the university
with a new generation of scientists. These would require
advanced training abroad, but the possibilities for this
were scarce in the early 50’s. In 1950, a lack of resources
also caused a complete halt of construction work at the
university.
Due to his direct involvement with some foreign universities, membership in several international organisations
and participation in international symposia, Professor
Kušej was also well-known and recognised abroad. Among
other things, he represented the University of Ljubljana
at the 1950 congress of the International Association of
University Professors and Lecturers (IAUPL) in Florence.
That same year, he was there again as member of the
government delegation at the 5th General Conference of
UNESCO.
Dr. Gorazd Kušej enjoyed a reputation as an exceptionally
good teacher who was able to arouse the students’ interest
in the subject matter of his lectures. He received numerous
awards for his work. The University awarded him the
Golden Plaque of the University of Ljubljana and conferred the title of Professor Emeritus on him in 1979. In
1980, he received the Kidrič Award. He died in Ljubljana
on 9 December 1985.
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1952-1954

22nd RECTOR

Dr. Fran Zwitter
Prof. Dr. Fran
Zwitter, the twentysecond rector of
the University of
Ljubljana, was born
on 24 October 1905
in Bela Cerkev.
After obtaining a
first and doctoral
degree at the University of Ljubljana
and after further
study in Paris, he
first started as a
gymnasium teacher,
then progressed to
a private assistant
professor and, in 1938, a full assistant professor of the
Faculty of Arts. In 1942, the war pulled him away from
the University. In 1945, he was appointed an associate
professor and in June 1948 he became a full professor of
general modern history. In 1952, the University Assembly
elected the new rector early, on 25 June. Anton Slodnjak,
full professor of the Faculty of Arts, nominated Professor
Fran Zwitter. At the proposal of the candidate himself,
the elections were carried out in writing using ballots.
With 59 ballots handed in, Professor Zwitter was elected
with 55 votes.
The entire term of Professor Zwitter’s rectorship was
marked by intense negotiations concerning the passing of
a federal university act. Five projects were prepared and
discussed at the University Council and in public debates.
As rector, he was committed to the university’s autonomy,
the concentration of small faculties into larger ones and,
above all, colleges into a single university and voiced
reservations about extending the authorities of the faculties in relation to the University, particularly with respect
to elections for university teachers. The act that was eventually passed, entitled the Universities Act, coming into
force on 13 July 1954, strongly emphasized the significance of the faculties’ integration into the university. The
provision that “each faculty shall belong to one university”
restored the university as a single unit and overrode the
tendency to fragment it into colleges. The Act widened
the authority of the University to include decisions on
appointments and the budget, which until then were within the authority of the educational ministry. Only the
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People’s Assembly remained above the University and the
Executive Council of the Republic of Slovenia gained the
right to supervise the legality of its work. In addition to
the traditional university self-management, which was the
responsibility of the university teachers assembled in the
University Administrative Board, the new Act introduced
a kind of social management with the University Council
as its most important body, consisting of members elected
by the Assembly of the RS, representatives of individual
faculties, one member of the People’s Town Committee, the
students, the rector and the vice-rector.
The Act was not put into effect until the organisational
structure of the University was determined and the social
management bodies were formed. As early as May 1954,
the University Council decided that the elections for university officials, to be held in June, should be postponed.
Fran Zwitter continued to direct the University over the
next few months as preparations were underway to reunite
it. On 25 September, the Federal Executive Council issued
the Ordinance on the Incorporation of Colleges into the
University and the Integration of Related Faculties. The
University comprised: the Faculty of Natural Sciences,
Mathematics and Arts, the Faculty of Law and Economics,
the Faculty of Technical Sciences and the Faculty of
Agronomy, Forestry and Veterinary Medicine. Fran Zwitter
then handed it over to Anton Kuhelj on 1 December 1954,
who took his place in a university that was reunited once
again.
In 1963 and 1972 he (together with his colleagues) received
the B. Kidrič Fund Award for his work, and, in 1975, the
Kidrič Award for his life’s work. The University of Ljubljana
conferred the title of Professor Emeritus on him in 1977.
Finally, on 22 April 1986, he was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate of the University of Ljubljana. He died in Ljubljana on 14 April 1988.

Dr. Anton Kuhelj

1954-1956

23rd RECTOR

Professor Dr. Anton
Kuhelj was born
on 11 November
1902 in Villa Opicina.
As with two of his
predecessors before
him, he too belonged
to the generation
of highly educated
Slovenians who
had already received
schooling at the University of Ljubljana.
In 1927, he graduated under Professor
Vidmar and became
an electrical engineer, following which he took up the study of mechanics,
showing great aptitude even during his studies. He started
to build his academic career in 1933, when he was selected
as the assistant professor of theoretical mechanics at
the Faculty of Technical Sciences. In 1936, he received a
doctorate in technical sciences. Five years after his first
appointment at the university, the wide recognition of his
work abroad won him an associate professorship at the
university and he was appointed full professor in the field
of mechanics in 1946.
He was a popular teacher and a brilliant lecturer, who inspired students for almost fifty years. From 1959 onwards, he
was strongly engaged in establishing the recently launched
postgraduate studies in an organised form and contributed
vitally to its orientation towards quality scientific trends.
At home and abroad, he lectured in mathematics, the
theoretical and engineering mechanics of points in rigid,
elastic and plastic bodies and continuums, and in dynamics,
hydromechanics and aviation. In terms of ideas and theoretical studies, Professor Kuhelj ranks among the pioneers
of Slovenian aviation.
In the academic year 1947/48, he became the dean of the
Faculty of Technical Sciences in Ljubljana and, in 1950/51,
the head of the department for general subjects at the
Faculty. After the university was split, he took charge of
the newly founded independent Technical College as its
rector. In 1954, when the colleges and faculties reunited, he
was elected rector of the university.
The general act on universities, which was passed by the
Federal Assembly in the summer of 1954, radically changed

the existing method of electing the rector and vice-rector.
From then on, they were voted for through a secret ballot
by the University Assembly from among the university
professors, for the same term as the University Council
was elected. As the first rector elected through the University Assembly, Dr. Anton Kuhelj took his office on 1
December 1954.
The work centred in the faculties, with the university
little more than the coordinator of work and the rector, in
the estimation of vice-rector Zwitter, merely “a secretary
or clerk of sorts”. He chaired meetings of the University
Administrative Board and prepared meetings of the University Council, lead by its elected chairman. The rector executed the decisions of both bodies and ensured that their
work complied with the statute. Under the leadership of
Anton Kuhelj, the university continued trying to broaden
its range of activity with new branches of study. In the
academic year 1955/56, lectures began in pharmacology
and preparations were underway for the establishment of
departments of veterinary medicine and textile technology.
At the end of his term, Anton Kuhelj was able to write in
his report that the university was greatly diversified and
that its institutions were involved in almost all the scientific fields.
In 1973, he received the Kidrič Award for his life’s work.
The University of Ljubljana conferred an honorary doctorate and title of Professor Emeritus on him and, on the
ninetieth anniversary of his birth, it erected his bust in
front of the main university building. He died in Ljubljana
on 31 July 1980.
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1956-1958

24th RECTOR

Dr. Bo‘idar Lavri^
A doctor and surgeon, an academic,
a university professor and rector
of the University
of Ljubljana, he
was born on 10
November in 1899
in Nova vas. After
the First World
War, he enrolled
at the Faculty of
Medicine in Zagreb,
but his restless
spirit and thirst
for medical science
delo d.d., photo library
soon drew him
abroad. In 1919, he left for Paris, where he continued
his medical studies, and then moved on again to Prague,
where he obtained a PhD at the university there on 22
March 1924.
He began his surgical career in Zagreb. In 1933, he became
head of the surgical ward in Maribor and, soon after that,
took over surgical ward II of the General Hospital in Ljubljana, which became the setting of his life’s work.
From 1936 onwards, he passed on his expertise on to numerous generations of students at the Medical Faculty of
Ljubljana. He began as a part-time lecturer and private
assistant professor of regional anatomy. Just before the
war, when the demands for improvements to the Faculty
of Medicine – related to the demands for a new hospital
in Ljubljana – became so pressing and numerous that even
the government in Belgrade could no longer downplay
them, they finally allowed a gradual expansion of the faculty
and three new full professorships were opened. Božidar
Lavrič took the position of full professor for general and
specialist surgery and surgical propaedeutics. However,
because he supported the liberation front, he was soon
interned. After the Italian capitulation, he escaped to
Rome and there joined the National Liberation Army,
running a hospital for injured partisans, acting as assistant
to the chief officer of the medical section in Bari and, in
December 1944, he came to Belgrade where he became
chief surgeon of the Yugoslav Army. In 1945, he returned
to Ljubljana. He employed the experience he had gained
working with English army surgeons in Bari at his small
clinic in Ljubljana, where his colleagues and students were
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waiting for him eagerly. The progress of surgery in Slovenia
is closely linked to Božidar Lavrič. As the first rector of
the complete Faculty of Medicine, he invested a lot of
energy and effort into trailblazing organisational work
and the new faculty came to life in a few months despite
its poor material conditions, owing to the influence of his
powerful personality. He took on the leadership of the
faculty once again in 1950 as the first rector of the then
independent Medical College and he became rector of the
entire university in 1956.
He was elected at the 3rd meeting of the University Assembly on 30 June 1956. He took the helm of the university
two years after the adoption of the law that reunited the
university previously split for some years. The structure
of the united University was still provisional at the time,
which is why his first year of rectorship was marked by
active work preparing a Slovenia-wide act on the university,
the statutes of the university and faculties and debates on a
new study regime. The act passed in the summer of 1957
effected radical changes in the organisation of the university,
which from then on consisted of nine faculties. With the
confirmation of the statutes in 1958, all the legally prescribed instruments of university and faculty activities were
finally in place, for the first time after 1945.
In the summer of 1958, Božidar Lavrič handed over his
rectorial honours and duties to his successor and devoted
himself to work in his field. The next year, when he was
celebrating his sixtieth birthday, his colleagues congratulated
him and wished him decades more of health and fruitful
work, since “in all aspects of his person he was still a young
man, brimming with creative force”. However, he died
soon after – only two years later, on 15 November 1961 in
Ljubljana.
Božidar Lavrič was a member of many foreign and national
professional associations. His work received high awards
in eight different countries and he was given an honorary
doctorate by the University of Nancy.

Dr. Dolfe Vogelnik

1958-1961

25th RECTOR

Professor Dr. Dolfe
Vogelnik was born
on 8 June 1909 in
Vienna. He finished
his studies at the
Faculty of Law of
the University of
Ljubljana in 1934
and obtained a doctorate the same year.
With the aid of
Turner’s Institution,
he continued his
studies at the Statistical Institute of the
Parisian university,
where he became
the first Yugoslav citizen to obtain a first degree. After
returning to his native country, he took the newly opened
position of statistician for the Ljubljana Municipality,
where he organised the first municipal statistical office and
compiled the first two Statistical Yearbooks of the City
of Ljubljana – for 1938 and 1939. In 1939, he also became a
private assistant professor of statistics at the faculty of Law
in Ljubljana. In April 1942, he was taken into custody and
confined by the Italians due to his collaboration with the
Liberation Front. After that, he established and directed
the National Statistical Office at the National Liberation
Committee of Yugoslavia. He was the first director of the
National Statistical Office after the liberation of Belgrade
and he became the vice-president of the national planning
committee in 1946. He soon took up his academic career
again. First at the University of Belgrade, where he was
made associate professor of statistics at the Faculty of
Economics in 1948, afterwards coming to Ljubljana in 1952
as full professor of socioeconomic statistics and demography
at the Faculty of Economics.
At the meeting of 28 June 1958, the University Assembly
elected him rector of the University of Ljubljana. At the
time, tendencies to break up the University and strengthen
independent faculties resurfaced again. With the general
Faculties and Universities Act (June 1960), the faculties
were declared »independent establishments, three or more
of which may integrate into a university”. Changes were
also introduced in the study system and the University of
Ljubljana, “as a result of the active initiative of its new
rector, became a federal-scale test ground for new concep-

tions”. Short-cycle colleges, established after 1958, required
a differentiation between university studies based on levels
and its inversion, which was introduced by new faculty
statutes – while, even earlier, the People’s Assembly had
passed the Act on the Reorganisation of Specific Faculties
of the University of Ljubljana. The university henceforth
comprised nine faculties. The federal general Universities
and Faculties Act (1960) extended the rector’s office to
three years.
“With his extensive and weighty professional and scientific
oeuvre, Professor Dolfe Vogelnik ranks among the pioneers and leading Yugoslav statisticians and at the very
top of the Yugoslav demographers.” His voluminous bibliography, numbering more than 250 items, includes over
20 treatises and reflections on higher education and science
at large. Among others: Student Views on the Issue of Colleges (1953), Thoughts on the New Form of the Slovenian
University (1961), The Role of the Universities in the Formation of the University Teachers and Scientists (1961) –
presented at the “University Today” seminar, and Examens
par pays: Suéde (1962).
He was rewarded for his work with several high national
awards. His book “Urbanizacija kao odraz privrednog
razvoja FNRJ” [Urbanisation as an Effect of the Economic
Development of the Federal National Republic of Yugoslavia] (1961) won him the award of the Boris Kidrič Fund.
In addition, the University of Ljubljana conferred the title
of Professor Emeritus on him in 1982. He died in Ljubljana
on 22 March 1987.
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1961-1964

26th RECTOR

Dr. Makso [nuderl
Prof. Dr. Makso
Šnuderl was born
on 13 October 1895
in Rimske Toplice.
After passing his
matura exam, he
undertook Romance
studies in Graz, but
his studies were interrupted in just the
first year by the First
World War. He was
called up and, after
the collapse of the
Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy, his
sense of national
identity led him into the ranks of the fighters for the north
border. In 1918, he began studies in law at the Graz university, which he completed with a doctoral degree, awarded
to him on 17 March 1921 in Zagreb. He worked in Maribor
in his field until the Second World War. He opened an
independent law firm and was a leading cultural player;
he earned a fine reputation. In March 1941, he was called
up. After the capitulation of the Yugoslav Army, he withdrew to Ljubljana with his family to avoid being arrested
by the Germans, where he became actively involved in the
Liberation Front.
On 1 December 1947, he was appointed as full professor
of Yugoslav constitutional law, teaching the history of the
development of the people’s government at the Faculty of
Law of the University of Ljubljana, and duly carried out
the duties of his tenure for this scientific-pedagogic discipline until the spring of 1969 when he retired. During his
activities at the faculty, his prime concern was to advance
the educational and mentorship work with the students.
He devoted a lot of attention to preparing textbooks, publishing The History of the People’s Government as early
as 1950. In the academic year 1953/54, he also performed
the office of dean of the Faculty of Law, from 1961 to 1964
he was the rector of the university and, in the academic
year 1963/64, he was the president of the Association of
Yugoslav Universities in Belgrade.
In the academic year 1961/62, after the new university
statute was adopted and when rector Makso Šnuderl
was at the head of the University of Ljubljana for his
first year, its activity focused primarily on implementing
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the new study system based on levels and branches of
study.
The university statute observed the “independence and
self-management of faculties” and, on the other hand,
ensured “good coordination between teaching and scientific work”, which fell under the authority of the university.
Based on an agreement between the faculties, the statute
laid down provisions that applied to the entire university.
These related to the organisation of the faculties, student
enrolment, examinations, diplomas and provisions on the
obligations of teachers and associates. The changes to the
study system were effected slowly.
Under the leadership of Makso Šnuderl, the rector’s office
of the University of Ljubljana was very active. It hosted a
series of foreign parliamentary delegations, ambassadors
and foreign university representatives.
When he retired from his office of rector, Makso Šnuderl
returned to his professional, scientific and publishing
activities. He also remained faithful to his engagement in
literary writing, which he had been drawn to since his
early youth. Makso Šnuderl received several high national
awards and rewards. The Slovenian Academy of Sciences
and Arts elected him as its full member in 1956 and, in 1961,
the Yugoslav Academy of Science and Arts elected him
as a corresponding member. The University of Ljubljana
paid tribute to him with an honorary doctorate in 1975, and
the Faculty of Law declared him its Professor Emeritus in
1977. He died in Ljubljana on 23 June 1979.

Dr. Albert Struna

1964-1967

27 th RECTOR

Professor Dr. Albert
Struna, born on 17
August 1901 in Mirna
Peč, sat the matura
exam in 1918 in
Ljubljana. From
May to November
of the following
year, he attended
technical college in
Ljubljana and, in
the autumn of the
same year, he enrolled at the then
newly established
Faculty of Technical
Sciences of the University of Ljubljana. The next year, he left for the Technical
College in Brno, where he continued his study and took
the first degree on 23 June 1923. Before and after his degree,
he was an assistant at the college in Brno and, after his
degree, he also worked as a constructor of water turbines
simultaneously. After his return to Slovenia, he likewise
found employment as a constructor and soon became the
head of the construction department at the Machine Factories and Foundries of Ljubljana. In 1927–1930, he was the
technical manager of the Belgrade Textile Industry. He
left Belgrade in 1930 to join the technical service of the
Swedish ball bearings factory in Ljubljana and, from 1933
onwards, simultaneously worked at the Standard-Vacuum
Oil Company based in Ljubljana.
Immediately after the war, his knowledge of Slovenian
industry brought him to the Ministry of Mining and
Industry of the People’s Republic of Slovenia, where he
was in charge of the office for liquid fuels and mineral
oils. In mid-1945, he became the director of Jugopetrol
company.
He soon perceived the need for the dissemination of knowledge in the technical community. He wrote some seminal
works on the history of technical sciences and engineering
in Slovenia and compiled the book Avtomobili [Cars] (1949,
1951), which created a far-sighted basis for the development
of motoring and motorisation in Slovenia.
His positions of employment and advanced training in
Czechoslovakia and, after the war, in France led to his
specialisation in the field of petroleum, particularly in the
machine engineering branch of machine lubrication tech-

nology. He improved his knowledge in the field of turbines
after the war at water turbine factories in Germany. He
first undertook pedagogical work in the academic year
1940/41, when he took on the subject of “the theory and
construction of motor vehicles”at the department of mechanical engineering of the Faculty of Technical Sciences as a
part-time lecturer. In 1946, he was elected a full professor
of “hydraulic machines, internal combustion engines and
machine lubrication.”
In addition to his pedagogical work, he continued to work
in the industries, chiefly as a consultant in technical matters with various companies, and he also received organisational tasks within the University. His activity in that area
was notable for his office as dean (1952–1954) of the independent Faculty of Mechanical Engineering within the
Technical College and of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the reunited university (1962–1964).
At the University Assembly of 29 June 1964, Professor Albert
Struna was elected rector of the University of Ljubljana.
His work was dictated by an amendment to the republican
act in early 1965, which still fully insisted on the demands
of the study reform of 1961. He had to face a financial crisis
that lead to a complete stop in all the construction work
that had begun. At that time, there was an increasingly strong
demand for the university to play a stronger role in the
cooperation between faculties.
Professor Struna retired in 1971 after 44 years of active
service. He still kept busy after that though, particularly in
the area of terminology. “For his contribution in the field
of mechanical engineering in general, from the university
level to popular technology, for the Slovenian technical
vocabulary, for the organisation and teaching of full- and
part-time courses and for his share in the success of the
manufacturing industry”, the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering conferred the title of Professor Emeritus on him in
1977 and the University of Maribor gave him an honorary
doctorate (1979). He died in Ljubljana on 12 June 1982.
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1967-1970

28th RECTOR

Dr. Roman Modic
Prof. Dr. Roman
Modic was born
on 27 May 1911 in
Ljubljana. After
graduating from
the classical gymnasium, in view
of the employment
prospects offered,
he enrolled at the
department of chemistry of the Faculty
of Technical Sciences at the University of Ljubljana,
where he took his
degree in July 1935.
He studied under Prof. Samec, a most demanding teacher
who also required his students and graduates to complete an obligatory period of employment doing laboratory work.
In 1952, his long-standing wish came true – to join the
university. He became an associate professor of general
chemical technology at the Faculty of Chemistry of the
then independent Technical College. In 1956, he acquired
the degree of doctor of chemical sciences at the Faculty of
Technical Sciences and, in the same year, he was elected
full professor. He lectured in those subjects where he felt
that the pedagogic aspect should be improved, as he had
realised in practice. He wrote lecture notes for all his subjects, which he always taught in accordance with the most
recent findings in the respective fields, able to combine
science and technology and to present them to his students in a precise and clear way. Modic arrived at the
office of rector, which he performed from 1967 to 1970,
after having been engaged in numerous administrative
tasks and functions at the faculty. He was vice-dean of the
Faculty of Chemistry (1953/54), dean of the Faculty of
Mining, Metallurgy and Chemical Technology (1958/60)
and vice-dean of the Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Technology (1960/62). The last step before his election as
rector was his position as vice-rector (1965/67) alongside
rector Albert Struna. Even when assuming his new duty,
all the indications were that his term would be even more
restless than the previous. This was foreshadowed by the
crisis of universities across the world, which had then
reached an acute point with severe and extensive student
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unrest. At home, just prior to his election, decisions on
the future development of higher education had been
adopted by the Assembly of the RS and these served as a
basis for the new Higher Education Act, which came into
force on 18 March 1969. The most important provisions
of the new act were those that redefined the status of the
University in Ljubljana as an obligatory community of
faculties with authority over all the vital issues of common
relevance.
During his term, the financial situation of the faculties
and the scholarship and loan funds improved considerably, and an act was passed that regulated the health care
of students and their next of kin. Two new buildings were
occupied; the Faculty of Architecture and Civil and
Geodetic Engineering, and the Institute of Mathematics,
Physics and Mechanics. Final finishing works were underway at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and the
construction of two new blocks of flats in the students’
residential area.
The academic year 1969/70 also saw a decision on the
publication of a university gazette, which first came out
in 1972 under the name of Vestnik, and the decision on
the establishment of two university centres: the Centre
for University Development and the Computing Centre.
In 1968, a third professional service got off the ground:
the university archives. The need for this service became
apparent during the preparation of the formal celebration
of the university’s anniversary, as rector Roman Modic,
the twenty-seventh rector of the first and, at the time,
still the sole Slovenian university, was entrusted with the
honour of organising the festivities on its fiftieth anniversary.
In 1983, Professor Dr. Roman Modic was rewarded with
the Kidrič Award for his life’s work and, in 1982, he received the title of Professor Emeritus of the University of
Ljubljana. He died in Ljubljana on 1 August 2003.

Dr. Mirjan Gruden

1970-1973

29th RECTOR

Prof. Dr. Mirjan
Gruden, born on
19 November 1910
in Ljubljana, graduated from the classical gymnasium
and then enrolled
in the department
of electrical engineering of the Faculty
of Technical Sciences at the University of Ljubljana.
From 1933 onwards,
he was second assistant at the Institute
of Mechanical Engineering and, in 1935, he practiced as assistant mechanical
engineer on the Sava liner. He got his degree in 1937 with
a thesis that dealt with the construction and study of the
shortwave transmitter. After that, he found employment with
a radio broadcasting station in Domžale.
In May 1940, he passed the exam to become a certified
electrical engineer. In the years of the Second World War,
he was employed with the Philips factory in Pančevo and
later in Budapest. In May 1945, he returned from Belgrade,
where he had worked for a short time at the Ministry of
Industry, to Ljubljana and began work as the head of construction and laboratory work of the Iskra factory in Kranj,
which was then emerging. After two years, he came into
the position of head of construction and laboratory work
of the Institute of Electronic Communications in Ljubljana,
where he remained until 1948.
In the meantime, he had been appointed associate professor
at the University of Ljubljana by the ordinance of 21 February 1946 and, in 1957, he was elected full professor and
remained at the university until his retirement.
In March 1951, he was assigned to the Embassy of the Federal
People’s Republic of Yugoslavia in Washington as a technical adviser. In the autumn of 1952, he took up postgraduate
studies at the University of California in Berkeley. In May
1970, he received a PhD from the University of Zagreb.
For his scientific work, Professor Gruden was awarded
the Kidrič Award (1961) and the award of the Boris Kidrič
Fund.
As a dedicated university teacher, Professor Gruden spent
no less than 35 years instilling a sense of purpose and love

for his field into numerous students, enjoying a reputation
as a strict but fair teacher.
His broad general knowledge, strong personality and
commitment to creative work were qualities that distinguished Professor Gruden and also paved his way to
many public offices. At the university, he was entrusted
with the duties of vice-dean and dean for two and three
terms of office respectively. He was vice-rector for three
years and then, for another three years, the rector of the
University of Ljubljana.
Mirjan Gruden began his term of office merely a year
since the effective date of the new republican act, which
once more treated the University as a single unit and
restored its past authorities. In the academic year 1970/71,
the organisational and study provisions were laid down
in the new faculty statutes. The university statute confirmed the importance of the link between the two basic
missions of the University; its educational and scientific
missions.
During Gruden’s term, two new blocks of flats were
added to the student residential area, the construction of
a gym began and an extension was added to the electrical
engineering faculty. Issues left unresolved were the lack
of space for the Faculties of Economy, Medicine and the
Biotechnical Faculty and the housing issue for prospective
university staff.
In 1981, the University of Ljubljana declared Professor
Mirjan Gruden its Professor Emeritus. He died in Ljubljana
on 31 August 2001.
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1973-1976

30th RECTOR

Dr. Janez Mil^inski
Prof. Dr. Janez
Milčinski was born
on 3 May 1913 in
Ljubljana. After his
matura exam at the
“realka” secondary
school, he enrolled
at the Faculty of
Law and completed
his studies in 1936
with a doctoral
degree. He went
on to enrol at the
Faculty of Medicine
and likewise completed his study
there with a doctoral degree, awarded in 1940 in Zagreb. He worked as a
trainee at the Institute of Pathology and Anatomy in Ljubljana until 1943, when he got involved with the National
Liberation Army. After the war, he returned to the institute and took up lectures in forensic medicine, first as an
associate and, from 1957, as full professor. In 1945, when
he was in charge of the education of prospective medical
professionals at the Ministry of Health for a short time, he
participated in the establishment of the Faculty of Medicine
in Ljubljana and was later a registrar at the medical faculties of Sarajevo and Skopje. As a lecturer, he taught both
students of dentistry and nurses, and students of law and
criminology. He published many expert works (e.g. Sodna
medicina in Medicinska etika in deontologija / Forensic
Medicine and Medical Ethics and Deontology), which
brought him worldwide acclaim.
In 1973, the University Council adopted the Rules on
the Election and Dismissal of Rector for the first time in
its more than fifty years of history. In accordance with
its new provisions, Dr. Janez Milčinski was elected at
the meeting of the University Assembly on 18 September 1973.
His three-year term was characterized by preparations for
and the adoption of the Higher Education Act (1975),
which regarded the university as a member of associated
labour and literally “crumbled” it in terms of organisation. The university henceforth comprised twenty members. According to the Act, the basic form of work and
management in higher education was defined, as in all
other areas, as a basic organisation of associated labour,
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or “TOZD”. This designation signified a labour unit that
provided comprehensive higher education or carried out
other independent integrated activities. These basic organisations were integrated into labour organisations of higher
education, as the faculties were henceforth termed, along
with colleges, short-cycle colleges and academies. These
were in turn integrated into the University of Ljubljana
through a self-management agreement. As such, they
placed greater emphasis on pedagogical work than on scientific research work. Marxist centres played an important
role, particularly in social science courses. The provisions
of the Act also introduced amendments to the Statute of
the University of Ljubljana. The state authorities continued
to exert influence on the development of the University
by influencing higher education programmes and through
reorganisation of the university and the appointment or
removal of professors in higher education for political
reasons.
On his election as rector, Professor Milčinski said: “The
rectorial insignia that have just been handed to me by our
current rector, Prof. Dr. Mirjan Gruden, represent an
honour with their glamour and a responsibility with their
weight. They stand for the highest honour that can be
attained by a university teacher, as well as the greatest
responsibility the university can entrust to an employee.
I have lived long enough, with and for the university, to
be fully aware of both the honour and the responsibility.”
Throughout his term of office, he directed the university
in that same spirit. At the end of his office as rector, the
university conferred on him a golden memorial plaque,
an honorary doctorate in 1979 and the title of Professor
Emeritus in 1983. He died in Ljubljana on 28 July 1993.

Dr. Ervin Prelog

1976-1978

31st RECTOR

Prof. Dr. Ervin
Prelog was born on
23 September 1921
in Bizeljska vas
near Brežice. After
his matura exam in
1941, he spent the
war years partly
in internment and
partly in the German army. His
interest in the technical area, which
he demonstrated
early in life, lead him
to study mechanical
engineering at the
Faculty of Technical Sciences in Ljubljana after the war.
After earning an early degree with distinction in 1949, he
was appointed a full assistant. After a doctoral degree from
the Technical College in 1952, he became an assistant professor at the college and a part-time assistant professor at
the Faculty of Forestry, Agronomy and Veterinary Medicine
in Ljubljana. In 1960, he was appointed an associate and,
in 1966, a full professor of mechanics. He selflessly passed
on his knowledge to his students through lectures, once at
one and once at the other faculty, and to the wider public
through extensive expert scientific publications. In practice,
he laid the foundations for numerous construction projects
in Slovenia and Yugoslavia.
The reorganisation of the system of higher education
meant that the 1975 elections for rector were no longer
within the domain of the university; they were interfered
with radically by the Socialist Alliance of the Working
People (SZDL). The first rectorial elections in line with
the new procedure took place in February 1976 when
Dr. Ervin Prelog was appointed rector at the motion of
the SZDL Conference of the RS, passed by all three delegations of the University Council. For the first time since
Melik’s rectorship, a rector was appointed for an additional
term in July 1977, but rector Prelog was no longer able to
perform his office due to illness. He was replaced by the
vice-rector for some time and then the socio-political organisations appointed a new candidate for rector, in agreement
with Prelog. In his speech of thanks on assuming his rectorial duties, he outlined the development of the University
of Ljubljana under his guidance. He stated that he would

strive to modernize and improve the pedagogical and
research process, to introduce postgraduate and specialist
study in full-time forms (he cooperated in creating the bill
for the Career-Oriented Education Act) and to increase
the interest of students in it, to stimulate the pedagogical
research staff to increase the quality of educational activities, to improve the social and material basis of the students
by facilitating their study and to build closer links with
universities at home and abroad. Dr. Prelog successfully
implemented his programme through self-management
agreements (an arrangement of health care for full-time
students, the construction of student residential buildings,
etc.), for which he was twice rewarded by the University
Council with a gold memorial plaque (1978, 1984). He
received the title of Professor Emeritus posthumously
(in 1987).
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1978-1981

32nd RECTOR

Dr. Slavko Hod‘ar
Prof. Dr. Slavko
Hodžar was born
on 8 April 1923 in
Celje. He sat the
matura exam in his
hometown but, at
the beginning of
the Second World
War, he was deported to Serbia
where he joined the
National Liberation
Army. After the
war, he enrolled in
the Department of
Electrical Engineering at the Faculty
of Technical Sciences in Ljubljana. He completed his
studies (during which his attention centred on the study
of weak current) in 1951, when he obtained a BSc in electrical engineering. That same year, he was appointed an
assistant for the elective group of subjects at the Department of Electrical Engineering of the Technical College
and began working part-time for the Institute of Electrical
Engineering in Ljubljana. In the following years, he worked
as an assistant professor (1960), associate (1966) and full
professor (1974) at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering,
where he also became a doctor in 1971. In the academic
year 1973/74, after years of efforts to introduce computing
as a branch of study in higher education, he became the
head of the Department of Computing and Information
Science. As a lecturer at various faculties, he imparted knowledge for the elective group of subjects, numerical analysis,
numerical methods and programming and, as an academic,
he published the findings of his scientific research in expert
scientific publications. He also constantly improved his
expertise abroad. His work laid the foundations of computer
science in Slovenia and Yugoslavia.
After having substituted the rector Dr. Ervin Prelog
(1977–1978), who was absent due to severe illness, for a
considerable time, he was appointed rector of the University of Ljubljana in 1978. Like his predecessor, Dr. Hodžar
saw its future in cooperating and building ties with universities at home and across the world. He pursued his
vision through active visits to foreign and national universities and by signing a series of agreements of friendship
and cooperation. His aim was to create a pedagogical re-
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search staff that would be committed to improving and
upgrading knowledge and he participated in the process of
reshaping higher education into career-oriented education,
which was regulated by statute in 1980. His contributions
include the conclusion of a self-management agreement on
the cooperation between the universities of Ljubljana and
Maribor and a series of self-management agreements that
regulated higher education. During his term, the University
of Ljubljana celebrated its 60th anniversary. On this occasion,
it was renamed after Edvard Kardelj, which reflected the
political interference into university life.
After his office as rector came to an end, Dr. Slavko Hodžar
took up the office of dean of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering for some time. On retiring in 1987, he was awarded
the title of Professor Emeritus.

Dr. Ivo Fabinc

1981-1985

33rd RECTOR

Prof. Dr. Ivo Fabinc,
born on 19 October
1918 in Ljubljana,
attended secondary
school in Zagreb
and graduated there
at the College of
Economics and
Commerce. He collaborated with the
National Liberation Front and performed various
duties in the Yugoslav People’s Army
during and after the
war. Afterwards,
he spent a longer stint as an economist at the foreign trade
sector of the People’s Republic of Croatia and the foreign
trade sector of the Federative People’s Republic of Yugoslavia. Between 1960 and 1974, he was a scientific worker at
the Institute for Foreign Trade in Belgrade. He crowned
the practical experience in the field of economics that he
had obtained at work with a successful defence of his doctoral dissertation Teorijska problematika ekonomskog
dejstva carina [Theoretical Problematics of the Economic
Effects of Customs Duties] at the Faculty of Economics
in Belgrade in 1965, making him a doctor of economic
sciences. Within the scope of his field, his attention was
mostly focused on protection and protective politics in
international economic relations and on current international issues in economic relations, especially in relation
to the economic cooperation of Yugoslavia with foreign
countries; he produced several professional works on that
subject. In 1974, he became a full professor of the economics
of international economic relations at the Faculty of Economics in Ljubljana. He also lectured at other universities
in Yugoslavia and across the world. After his office of
dean at the Faculty of Economics in Ljubljana (1979–1981)
expired, he was appointed rector of the University of
Edvard Kardelj in Ljubljana. He held that office for two
consecutive two-year terms.
During that period, the focus of activity at the university
was the introduction of career-oriented education into
higher education, which began to be put into practice at
the end of rector Fabinc’s second term, and the formulation of new educational programmes. This system of edu-

cation observed the provisions of the Higher Education
Act and tried to form a uniform system of education
embracing all levels, from secondary school to the first
degree or even doctorate. But the general attitude at the
university had already leaned towards the realization that
the university was not a mere extension of secondary
school, but was based on scientific research work, which
was trying to restore its place within it. In the spirit of the
contemplated reforms of the university, the rector supported the drafting of an independent act on the university
for the first time in 1985.
For his achievements in the area of education, research and
higher education, Professor Fabinc was awarded an honorary
certificate and a golden memorial plaque in 1986, and the
title of Professor Emeritus in 1989.
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1985-1987

34th RECTOR

Dr. Ivan Kristan
Prof. Dr. Ivan
Kristan, born on 12
June 1930 in Arnovo
selo near Brežice,
spent the war years
in evacuation camps
in Germany. After
returning to his
native country, he
enrolled at the gymnasium in Brežice
and he passed the
matura exam in
1951. His desire to
study brought him
to Ljubljana, where
delo d.d., photo library
he graduated as a
full-time student in 1957 at the Faculty of Law. After his
degree he worked as a legal consultant with the Republican
Council of the Slovenian Association of Trade Unions,
where he met with a number of articles of association of
various companies, which encouraged him to undertake
postgraduate studies. In 1965, he successfully defended
his doctoral dissertation Statuti delovnih organizacij
v procesu odmiranja prava (Articles of Association of
Labour Organisation in the Ongoing Decline in Law),
obtaining the title of Doctor of Law. In 1970, he became
an assistant professor of the constitutional law of the
SFRY (Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia), an
associate in 1974 and a full professor in 1977. The central
subjects of his research were the protection of human
rights, the protection of constitutionality and legality, the
national issue and the related concept of federalism, and
the problems of parliamentarianism, and the associated
problem of bicameralism. His contribution in the scientific area, which also includes his many advanced studies
abroad as a Humboldt Foundation scholarship student,
led to his appointment as dean of the Faculty of Law and,
after that, as rector of the Edvard Kardelj University of
Ljubljana.
In March 1985, a new procedure for registering eligible
rectors for the first time produced several possible candidates. A candidate of the Faculty of Law was shortlisted
on the basis of the criteria of the Republican Conference
of the SZDL (Socialist Alliance of Working People) and
the fact that “an integrated university requires a certain
tempo of leadership exchange”. At the meeting of the Uni-
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versity Council, Dr. Ivan Kristan was accordingly appointed
the new rector.
The year Professor Kristan took up office was also the
year of the introduction of career-oriented education at
the university, but action was initiated at the same time to
change the Career-Oriented Education Act by preparing
a special Higher Education Act. Through debates, the idea
of a more independent and effective university gained
strength and the general mood at the university leant in
favour of respect and consideration for academia and
knowledge.

Dr. Polde Leskovar

1987

35th RECTOR

Prof. Dr. Polde
Leskovar saw the
light of day on 17
September 1926 in
Spodnje Laže near
Poljčane. He completed lower grade
gymnasium in Slovenske Konjice and
the secondary school
in Ljubljana in 1948,
when he passed
the matura exam
at the Technical
Secondary School.
During the Second
delo d.d., photo library
World War, he
joined the partisans and, after the war and with a matura
certificate, he worked at first as a mechanical technician
in a timber industry company in Maribor and later at the
Ministry of the Timber Industry in Ljubljana. His interest
in the study of mechanical engineering brought him to the
Faculty of Technical Sciences, where he obtained a first
degree in 1957. During his study and especially after it, he
gained practical experience in mechanical engineering by
working in the Federal Republic of Germany. Then, returning equipped with new knowledge, he got employment
as an assistant at the Faculty of Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering and researched metallic materials. This induced
him to establish the Research Laboratory for Heat Treatment and to undertake postgraduate studies, which lead to
him being the first Slovenian to receive the title of Master
of Mechanical Engineering.
In 1937, his dissertation Analiza transformacijskega procesa pri odrezavanju lahkih kovin s pomočjo transfernih
funkcij glede na fizikalne in geometrične vhodne in izhodne slučajnostne procese [Analysis of the Transformation Process in Cutting Light Metals by Using Transfer
Functions with Regard to the Physical and Geometrical
Ingoing and Outgoing Random Processes] earned him a
doctoral degree.
In the laboratory and together with his colleagues, he studied
the effects of machining and other production processes
on the quality or integrity of the surface and the effects of
the physical and chemical properties of materials on their
machinability. He left a number of expert works on these
subjects, of which the most prominent are Tehnologija gra-

div [Materials Technology] I. and II. and the textbook Preizkušanje gradiv [Material Testing]. In 1979, he became a full
professor of metals technology at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering and its dean in 1983.
In 1987, the University Council adopted a decision introducing new criteria into the procedure for selecting a new
rector, whereby the selection would also take into account
the work programmes that had to be prepared by registered candidates. The programmes were discussed by the
higher education organisations at council meetings. The
procedure of voting and reaching a consensus at the University Council meeting was concluded by appointing Dr.
Polde Leskovar as the rector. The main task that he set
himself in his programme was to open up the university
to the world. Beside that, he wished to attract the cooperation of all scientific workers who wished to contribute
to the further development of the university and change
their mentality and their attitude to their own knowledge
and creativity. His programme also stated his intention
of protecting the unity and quality of the university as
the highest institution in the scientific, educational and
cultural sphere. In September, the new rector formally
assumed his rectorial honours and duties. Even before the
new rector had fully put together his vice-rectorial team,
however, he died unexpectedly on 22 September 1987.
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1987-1989

36th RECTOR

Dr. Janez Peklenik
Prof. Dr. Janez
Peklenik was born
on 11 July 1926 in
Monfalcone. He
had to cut short his
schooling at a secondary school in
Ljubljana because of
the German occupation and complete
it after the war.
During the war, he
was involved in the
National Liberation
Struggle (NOB).
His strong interest
in mechanical engineering prompted him to undertake studies at the Faculty
of Technical Sciences in Ljubljana, which he completed
in 1954 with distinction. He received the university-level
Prešeren Award for his thesis. That same year, he became
a researcher at the Jožef Stefan Institute, but his desire
for knowledge and advanced education soon made him
take up postgraduate studies in Aachen, where he received
a PhD from the Technical College and became a scientific
associate and head of an automatization research team.
His work Natančnostna vprašanja v kibernetizirani proizvodnji [Precision Issues in Cybernetic Production] brought
him the place of assistant professor in 1961. As a full or
visiting professor, he worked at universities in Pittsburgh,
Berlin and Birmingham where, as full professor for machining systems, he introduced the first chair for machining
systems in the world in 1964 and was elected an honorary
professor at the close of his employment there. In the late
60’s, as full professor at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Ljubljana, he established the Chair and Laboratory
for Technical Cybernetics, Machining Systems and Computer Technology.
After the death of rector Leskovar, the University Council
had to repeat the procedure for registering eligible rectorial candidates in the autumn of 1987. On 23 December
of that same year, Dr. Janez Peklenik was appointed
rector.
Besides realising the idea of an independent university act,
the university was also trying to ensure that all possible
changes should be accomplished directly with the amendments to the effective Career-Oriented Education Act.
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The outlines of the changes coming in this area could already be perceived in the decisions of the university Council
from 1988. The priorities of rector Peklenik included increased effectiveness and quality of study and research work,
regulation of postgraduate study and the modernisation
of study premises. In the area of international cooperation,
the University of Ljubljana was engaged in intensive cooperation within the Alpe-Adria community, and it signed
the “Magna Charta” in Bologna. It also actively cooperated
at Yugoslav rectorial conferences and assemblies and with
the University of Maribor. At the end of Peklenik’s office
of rector, the University of Ljubljana held a formal celebration of its 70th anniversary.
Peklenik received a number of awards for his scientific
achievements and was given the title of Professor Emeritus
on his retirement.

Dr. Boris Sket

1989-1991

37 th RECTOR

Prof. Dr. Boris Sket,
who saw the light
of day on 30 July
1936 in Ljubljana,
finished primary
school in his home
town. He attended
lower grade gymnasium in Bjelovar
and Karlovac and
higher gymnasium
in Belgrade and
Ljubljana. His avid
interest in biology
prompted him to
become a student
at the biological
department of the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics in Ljubljana in 1954. He received the universitylevel Prešeren Award twice and graduated in 1958. A year
later, he became an assistant at the zoological department
of the Faculty of Natural Sciences in Ljubljana, where he
conducted practical work in general biology, the ecology
of animals and systematic zoology. His dissertation Problemi speciacije pri naših sladkovodnih izopodih [Problems
of Speciation in Slovenian Freshwater Isopoda] earned
him the title of Doctor of Biological Sciences in 1961. In
1965, he became an assistant professor of biospeleology, a
university discipline unique in the Yugoslav and European
territory. As first an associate and later as a full professor
of the zoology of invertebrates and speleology at the Biotechnical Faculty, he devoted most of his attention to the
study of subterranean habitats (in particular the subterranean karst) and the endangerment of the environment
and animal species. He recorded the resulting findings in a
number of scientific works (the major ones being his works
on the evolution of subterranean organisms, on the ecology
of coastal underground waters and several caving handbooks) and detailed studies of river pollution. He actively
participated in international symposia and won international recognition as a speleologist.
For the rectorial election of 1989, the University Council
adopted the Rules on the Procedure for Registration and
Appointment of Rectors and Vice-Rectors. The entire
procedure was henceforth carried out within the university.
The faculties took charge of candidate registration, while
the Socialist Alliance of Working People was eliminated

from the procedure. In accordance with the provisions of the
Rules, Prof. Dr. Boris Sket was elected as the new rector of
the University of Ljubljana in December 1989.
During his term, the university was pervaded by a new
atmosphere. A new act on universities and colleges was in
preparation, which would define the relationship between
the university and society. Both Slovenian universities
submitted their respective proposals to the Secretariat for
Education. The changed socio-political system also brought
a change in values. There were noticeable efforts to reintegrate the university, restore its institutional autonomy,
independence and apolitical position. After twenty-one
years, the university recovered its name of the University
of Ljubljana, which it had once born for forty-four years.
The Dr. Franc Munda Fund was set up to aid gifted students
with scholarships and rector Sket signed a cooperation
agreement with the rector of the University of Barcelona.
The unfavourable financial situation was addressed by the
Scientific-Pedagogical Council, which adopted a decision
on “the autonomy and mission of the primary institution
of scientific research and education” and defined how the
university would be financed; from an independent republican fund for higher education.
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1991-1995

38th RECTOR

Dr. Miha Ti[ler
Prof. Dr. Miha
Tišler was born on
18 September 1926
in Ljubljana. In
1947, he enrolled
at two faculties;
the Faculty of Technical Sciences,
where he studied
chemistry, and the
Faculty of Natural
Sciences and Mathematics, graduating
from both. He became a doctor of
chemistry with his
dissertation Sinteze
v vrsti cikloheptatrienonov [Syntheses in the Cycloheptatrienone Series]. He was made a full professor at the
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Technology in 1964 and
lectured as a visiting professor at faculties in Germany,
the US, Australia, Japan and Trieste. He diligently passed
on his knowledge in organic chemistry to his students
and recorded his study findings in a number of scientific
works. He was the head of various departments at his
home faculty, its dean and its vice-dean. In 1991, he became
the first rector of the University of Ljubljana in independent Slovenia and performed his rectorial office for
two terms.
After his election, Tišler took on an active role in drafting
the Higher Education Act that was passed in December
1993 and which presented the basis for a thorough transformation of the university. The Act restored the standing
of scientific work and the University of Ljubljana had
to conform to the new legislation. The Ordinance on the
Reorganisation of the University of Ljubljana, adopted
in December 1994, changed its structure to some degree.
It comprised 18 faculties, 3 academies and 4 professional
colleges. In the summer of 1995, the University Council
adopted a new university statute, which, among other
things, stipulated new university bodies – the Senate, as
its highest professional body, and the Administrative
Board – and set out the authorities of the rector. With
the help of the Ministry of Science and Technology, the
Rector’s Fund was established with the aim of promoting research work. The rector developed international
contacts, which resulted in cooperation in a number of
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international projects. In 1995, the University of Ljubljana
also became a member of the Utrecht Network of universities.
The scientific-pedagogical work of Dr. Tišler was acknowledged with the title of Ambassador of Science of the Republic of Slovenia. He became Professor Emeritus and, in
2000, the University of Ljubljana conferred an honorary
doctorate on him.

Dr. Alojz Kralj

1995-1997

39th RECTOR

Prof. Dr. Alojz Kralj
was born on 12
March 1937 in Novi
Sad. He obtained
the matura certificate from the II.
state gymnasium in
Maribor and a first
degree from the
Faculty of Electrical
Engineering in 1961.
After graduation,
he undertook advanced professional
training abroad and,
after his return, he
became a full assistant in the subject of electromedical devices at the Faculty
of Electrical Engineering. After receiving his master’s and
doctoral degrees, he was made an assistant professor and,
in 1978, a full professor at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering where he taught the subjects of electronic measuring
systems, biomedical technology and electronic components.
He lectured at a number of international universities,
particularly in America. He promoted the idea of introducing robotics at the university and into industry, and
actively participated in international science symposia. In
the 1977–1979 period, he was vice-dean of the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering, where he was in charge of the faculty’s research activities. At the same time, as the initiator
of the Commission for International Contacts, he was
authorised by the then-rector Prof. Dr. Slavko Hodžar and
led the delegation of the University of Ljubljana at the meeting in Trieste between the technical universities of Vienna,
Trieste, Klagenfurt and Ljubljana.
Dr. Alojz Kralj was elected in line with the procedure laid
down by the new Statute of the University of Ljubljana
(1995), according to which the rector was elected by the University Senate and a candidate was elected by winning the
majority of votes from all the members of the Senate. The
rector was elected for a term of two years.
The chief task of rector Kralj was to transpose the provisions of the acts adopted in the previous term – i.e. the
Higher Education Act, the Ordinance on the Reorganisation
of the University of Ljubljana and the Statute – into the
life of the university. A vital change in the organisation of
the university came with the status of legal personality,

which was now limited to the university alone, which raised
objections from its members. The university defined its
mission and thus itself, its affiliation and its responsibility.
When these changes were being introduced, the university
received an expert committee from the Council of Europe.
It also obtained the opinion of the Association of European Universities (CRE). For the first time in its history,
the University of Ljubljana carried out an internationally
recognised external evaluation of its study programmes in
natural and technical sciences to gain FEANI accreditation. As regards international contacts, the rector signed
nine cooperation agreements with foreign universities. In
1996, Dr. Alojz Kralj was elected chairman of the Conference
of Rectors and the International Panel of the Alpe-Adria
association of universities.
He received the title of Ambassador of the Republic of
Slovenia in 2005 for his research achievements in science
and the title of Professor Emeritus from the University of
Ljubljana in 1998.
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1998-2005

40th RECTOR

Dr. Jo@e mencinger
Prof Dr. Jože
Mencinger was born
on 5 March 1941 in
Jesenice, where he
attended primary
school and the gymnasium and obtained
the matura certificate in 1960. After
four years of study,
he graduated at the
Faculty of Law of
the University of
Ljubljana and, as
early as 1963, acquired a position at
the Faculty’s Economic Institute. In 1966, he obtained his master’s degree at
the postgraduate economic course of the Yugoslav Institute
for Economic Research in Belgrade. He attended the
doctoral degree course on economic sciences as a research
assistant at the University of Pennsylvania in the USA,
where he also defended his doctoral dissertation in 1975.
Upon nostrification by the Faculty of Law’s Faculty Council, the dissertation was recognised to confer a doctoral
degree in legal and economic sciences. As an assistant at
the Chair of Economic Science of the Faculty of Law in
Ljubljana, he taught statistics from 1968 onwards, he was
elected assistant professor in 1977 and he was elected associate professor of Yugoslav economics in 1982. In 1987,
he became a full professor at the Chair of Legal and Economic Science of the Faculty of Law. As a professor of
the economic system, politics and political economy, he
nurtured a number of Slovenian economists, both at the
University of Ljubljana and at the University of Maribor.
He gave lectures at many American and European universities, visited institutions in Turin and in Vienna as a scientist, and contributed papers to numerous international
conferences. He is the author of numerous articles and
contributions on the economic system, politics and the
labour market, the exchange quotation, the transition and
privatisation, published both at home and internationally.
He also wrote and co-wrote a large number of econometric
models. He has been a member of the European Academy
of Sciences and Arts in Salzburg since 1995. At the beginning of Slovenia’s journey to independence, he was
the Minister of the Economy and Vice-President of the
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Slovenian government. At that time, the required preparations for the economic and political independence of
Slovenia were being created, along with the draft law on
privatisation. In 1991, he resigned from politics and focused
his attention on professional work and on his professorship at the Faculty of Law and its Economic Institute, of
which he became director.
He performed various offices within the Faculty of Law’s
bodies and in university commissions. In December 1997,
the University Senate elected him – out of three possible
candidates – as the new rector of the University of Ljubljana
for a four-year period. The handover of the rectorial insignias was carried out on 15 January 1998. In 2001, he again
applied for this position and was elected for another four
years. He entered history as the rector who led the first
Slovenian university for the longest period. In 2005, he turned
over his rectorship to his successor.
Under Dr. Jože Mencinger, the University of Ljubljana
underwent some major changes, both internal and external.
At a time when the university was decentralised, he strived
to create an internally unified institution, defended its independence from political and other pressures and argued
against it being subject to market influences.
In a time of the globalisation and Europeanisation of the
higher education field, he welcomed those globalisation
effects that increased the university’s openness. He established wider areas of habilitation and student assessment
of their teachers’ pedagogical work, contributed to solving
the university’s member institutions’ capacity problems
and fully renovated the main university building for the
first time in a hundred years. Its new appearance reflects
his attitude to tradition and to the future of the University
of Ljubljana.
Prof Dr. Jože Mencinger is the recipient of the Golden
Order of Freedom of the Republic of Slovenia.

Dr. Andreja Kocijan^i^

2005-2009

41st RECTOR

Dr. Andreja
Kocijančič was born
on 28 July 1942 in
Ljubljana, where
she duly completed
all the levels of her
formal education.
She obtained a
first degree in 1966
from the Faculty
of Medicine, passed
a specialist exam in
internal medicine
in 1971 and gained
a PhD in 1976.
In 1961–1964, she
undertook research
work as a student in the field of histology. She received
many awards for her work even at that time – including,
among others, the student Prešeren Award of the University of Ljubljana. From 1975 onward, she carried out
research work and managed projects in the field of metabolic and hormonal disorders and she has been the national
coordinator of this research area since 1991. Her work also
includes the publication of 218 scientific research and
expert articles in peer-reviewed journals and books. She
has also been active in publishing, working in national and
foreign professional administrative bodies and organising international congresses and national professional
meetings.
After her graduation, she was employed in various health
care institutions, where she occupied leading positions.
Her academic career took off in 1978 when she became an
assistant professor at the Faculty of Medicine in the area
of internal medicine, an associate professor in 1984 and a
full professor in 1989. She has mentored 6 masters and 10
doctoral candidates. From 1995 to 2003, she worked as the
head of the Chair of Internal Medicine at the Faculty of
Medicine at the University of Ljubljana, and in the period
1996–2002 she was the vice-dean of the Faculty of Medicine
of the University of Ljubljana. Besides these important
functions at the faculty, she also held prominent offices
at the university, where she was chair of the Commission
for Postgraduate and Doctoral Studies and one of the chief
founders of the university cross-faculty postgraduate study
of Biomedicine. Further on, she was the chair of the Higher
Education Council of the Republic of Slovenia.

She was elected as the first rectoress of the University of
Ljubljana on 21 June 2005 in the second round of a secret
ballot, after being nominated by the Senate of the Faculty
of Medicine. Based on her long-standing familiarity with
the workings of the University of Ljubljana and in compliance with two important documents – Magna Charta
Universitatis of 1988 and the Mission of the University of
Ljubljana of 1996 – Dr. Andreja Kocijančič formulated a
programme fitting the modern, Europe-oriented Ljubljana
university.
The rectorial office of Dr. Andreja Kocijančič was marked
by a reform of study programmes, which began in 2004,
intensified during her term and successfully completed
within the legal timeline (2009). She was committed to the
application of the fundamental Bologna principles, drew
attention to the inadequate conditions for study improvements and some incorrect systemic measures and expressed
critical views on some of the shortcomings of the new
programme structure, which will need to be remedied in the
future. She also took an active role in debates on changes
to the legal acts in this area, also within the frame of the
Slovenian rectorial conference, which she also chaired
for a while.
During her office, the University of Ljubljana reaffirmed
its reputation as the greatest research institution in the
country. To strengthen the cooperation between the university and the economy, a college of economists was
established on the initiative of the rectoress. To the same
end, the public-private institute for research and development (IRI) was set up.
Under the leadership of Dr. Andreja Kocijančič, the university devoted special attention to quality. To aid the
students, the tutorship system was introduced, the career
centre got off the ground and the IT support system for
teaching activities, student-teacher communication and
decision-making assistance was improved. The first freshman reception was also prepared. The university promoted
student engagement in hands-on training and international
student exchanges were increased.
In 2007, an external evaluation of the organisation and performance of the university was carried out by the European
rectors’ conference of the EUA. Based on its critical findings,
an action plan was drawn up to remedy the imperfections.
On the world scale of universities, Ljubljana rated among
the top 500.
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Bogoslovni vestnik, XXVIII, 73–4, 170–193.
J. Ciperle, Četrti rektor Univerze v Ljubljani: Aleš Ušeničnik [The
Fourth Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Aleš Ušeničnik],
1922–1923, Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 31, 6–7/2000,
Ljubljana 2000, 22–25.

5th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 24, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], 2, (1922–1930).
B. Kreft, Osebnost Frana Kidriča [The Personality of Fran Kidrič],
Jezik in slovstvo, VI, 2 (1961/62), 33–34.
F. Petre, France Kidrič v tokovih literarne zgodovine [France Kidrič
in the Currents of Literary History], Sodobnost, XXIII,
1975, 500–509.
F. Bernik, Živi dosežki znanstvene misli. Beseda o dr. Francetu
Kidriču [The Living Achievements of Scientific Thought.
A Word about Dr. France Kidrič], Delo (sobotna priloga),
17, 1975/92 (19. IV. 1975), 27.
D. Dolinar, Literarna umetnost v delu Franceta Kidriča [Literary
Art in the Work of France Kidrič], Slavistična revija, 24,
1976/1–4, 103–118.
J. Koruza, Pomen Franceta Kidriča v slovenski literarni vedi [The
Role of France Kidrič in Slovenian Literary Studies], Jezik in
slovstvo, XXV, Ljubljana 1979/80, 187–188.
V. Novak, France Kidrič (1850–1950), Srce in oko (revija Prešernove
družbe) [Heart and Eye (magazine of Prešernova družba)], 4,
41/1992 (september 1992), 511.
J. Ciperle, Peti rektor Univerze v Ljubljani: France Kidrič [The Third
Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Gregor Krek], 1923–1924,
Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 31, 8/2000, Ljubljana 2000, 14–17.
6th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 17, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the
University Council Meetings], II, 1922–1930.
Seznam predavanj na univerzi Kraljevine Srbov, Hrvatov in Slovencev
v Ljubljani za zimski semester 1924/25 [List of Lectures at
the University of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes
in the Winter Semester of 1924/25] (Catalogus lectionum
universitatis labacensis semestre hibernum 1924./25.), Ljubljana
1924, 2–224.
Geografski vestnik [Geographical Journal], 8/32, 1–4, Ljubljana 1932,
146–147.
Slovenski biografski leksikon [Slovenian Biographical Lexicon], I,
Ljubljana 1925–1932, 320–321.
J. Ciperle, Šesti rektor Univerze v Ljubljani: Karel Hinterlechner
[The Sixth Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Karel
Hinterlechner], 1924–1925, Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 31,
9–10/2000, Ljubljana 2000, 28–30.
7 th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 48, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], II, (1922–1930).
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetne uprave [Minutes of the University Administration Meetings], 4, 1924–1930.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej juridične fakultete v Ljubljani [Minutes of
the Meetings of the Juridical Faculty of Ljubljana], 1930–40
G. Kušej, Leonid Pitamic, Univerza v Ljubljani, Pravna fakulteta
[The University of Ljubljana, the Faculty of Law], Zbornik
znanstvenih razprav, XXIX, Ljubljana 1959, 5–11.
S. Peterin, In memoriam, Leonid Pitamic [In Memoriam, Leonid
Pitamic], Pravnik, 26/1971, 7–9, 374–377.
M. Pavčnik, Leonid Pitamic (1885–1971), Nova revija, IX, Ljubljana
1990, 843–845.
J. Ciperle, Sedmi rektor Univerze v Ljubljani: Leonid Pitamic [The
Seventh Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Leonid Pitamic],
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1925–1926, Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 32, 1–2/2001, Ljubljana
2001, 23–27.
8th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 33, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], II., (1922–1930).
A. Lah, Lukman – patrolog in zgodovinar, 130 let visokega šolstva v
Mariboru /zbornik simpozija/ [Lukman – Patrologist and
Historian, 130 Years of Higher Education in Maribor /symposium proceedings/], Maribor Celje 1991, 127–131.
M. Smolik, Franc Ksaver Lukman, Franc Ksaver Lukman (24.XI.1880 –
– 12.VI.1958), Tabor 1994.
S. Canjkar, Ob smrti profesorja dr. Franca Lukmana [On the Death
of Professor Dr. Franc Lukman], Nova pot, Glasilo Cirilmetodijskega društva katoliških duhovnikov LRS, XI/1959,
1–3, Ljubljana 1959.
E. Škulj, Franc Ksaver Lukman (1880 – 1958), Cerkveni glasbenik, 73,
Ljubljana 1980, 117–118.
J. Ciperle, Osmi rektor Univerze v Ljubljani [The Eighth Rector of
the University of Ljubljana]: Franc Ksaver Lukman, 1926–1927,
Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 32, 3/2001, Ljubljana 2001,
16–19.
9th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 40, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], II, (1922–1930).
R. Kolarič, Prof. dr. Rajko Nahtigal [Prof. Dr. Rajko Nahtigal], Slavistična revija, 1948, 95–100.
F.Tomšič, Prof. Rajko Nahtigal (Govor na III. kongresu Zveze slavističnih društev FLRJ pred odkritjem spomenika [Prof. Rajko
Nahtigal (Speech at the III. Congress of the Association of
Societies for Slavic Studies of the FLRJ (Federative People’s
Republic of Yugoslavia)) on Unveiling the Monument], Jezik
in slovstvo, 7/4 (januar 1962), 97.
V. Novak, Rajko Nahtigal, Srce in oko [Heart and Eye], 4/42 (oktober
1992), 575–577.
F. Jakopin, Slovanski filolog Rajko Nahtigal [Slavic Philologist Rajko
Nahtigal], Rast, 8/1–2 (marec 1997), 41–44.
J. Ciperle, Deveti rektor UL: Rajko Nahtigal [The Ninth Rector of
the University of Ljubljana: Rajko Nahtigal], 1927–1928,
Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 32, 4–5/2001, Ljubljana 2001,
16–20.
10th RECTOR
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], II, 1922–1930.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetne uprave [Minutes of the University Administration Meetings], 4, 1924–1930.
Milan Vidmar sedemdesetletnik [Milan Vidmar, Septuagenerian],
(in: Elektrotehniški vestnik, XXIII / 5 – 6, Ljubljana 1955,
145).
M. Vidmar, Spomini [Memoirs], 1–2, Maribor 1964.
D. Krapeš, Milan Vidmar. Portret [Milan Vidmar. A Portrait.],
Ljubljana 1991.
S. Sitar, Človek, uživaj razumna dejanja [Human, Find Joy in Rational
Deeds], Srce in oko, 38 (1992), 304–306.
J. Ciperle, Deseti rektor UL: Milan Vidmar [The Tenth Rector of
the University of Ljubljana: Milan Vidmar], 1928–1929,
Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 32, 6–8/2001, Ljubljana 2001,
29–34.
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11th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 10, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], 2, (1922–1930).
J. Polec, Dr. Metod Dolenc, Zbornik znanstvenih razprav, 18 (1941–42),
Ljubljana 1942, 23–95.
B. Skabrne, Dr. Metod Dolenc (1875–1941), Revija za kriminalistiko
in kriminologijo, 12, Ljubljana 1961, 234–249.
J. Ciperle, Enajsti rektor UL: Metod Dolenc [The Eleventh Rector
of the University of Ljubljana: Metod Dolenc], 1929–1930,
Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 33, 1–2/2002, Ljubljana 2002, 16.
12th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 62, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta (senata) [Minutes of
the University Council (Senate) Meetings], 2, (1922–1930); 6
(1930–1941).
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetne uprave [Minutes of the University Administration Meetings], 5, (1930–1941).
J. Felc, Alfred Šerko, Medicinski razgledi, 33/4 (1994), 549–565.
Slovenski psihiatri [Slovenian Psychiatrists], Ljubljana 1996, 57–81.
J. Ciperle, Dvanajsti rektor UL: Dr. Alfred Šerko, 1930–1931 [The
Twelfth Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Dr. Alfred
Šerko], Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 33, 3–4/2002, Ljubljana
2002, 21.
13th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 58, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta in Univerzitetnega
senata [Minutes of the Meetings of the University Council
and the University Senate], 6, 1930–1941.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetne uprave [Minutes of the University Administration Meetings], 5, 1930–1941.
Matija Slavič 1877–1958, Zbornik Referatov, Maribor 1997.
J. Ciperle, Trinajsti in sedemnajsti rektor UL: Matija Slavič [The
Thirteenth and Seventeenth Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Matija Slavič], 1932–1934, 1939–1941, Vestnik Univerze
v Ljubljani, 33, 5–6/2002, Ljubljana 2001, 20.
14th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 53, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta in Univerzitetnega
senata [Minutes of the Meetings of the University Council
and the University Senate], 6, 1930–1941.
T. Logar, Dr. Fran Ramovš in njegovo delo [Dr. Fran Ramovš and
His Work], Jezik in slovstvo, VII/3, Ljubljana 1961, 65–69.
F. Jakopin, Iz spominov na Rajka Nahtigala in Frana Ramovša
[From the Memories of Rajko Nahtigal and Fran Ramovš],
Jezikoslovni zapiski, 1, Ljubljana 1991, 9–18.
J. Ciperle, Štirinajsti rektor UL: Dr. Fran Ramovš [The Fourteenth
Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Dr. Fran Ramovš],
1934 –1935, Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 33, 7– 8/2002,
Ljubljana 2002, 27.
15th RECTOR
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki Univerzitetnega sveta in Univerzitetnega senata
[Minutes of the Meetings of the University Council and the
University Senate], 6, 1930–1941.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki Univerzitetne uprave [Minutes of the University Administration Meetings], 5, 1930–1941.
M. Rebek, Naši znameniti tehniki [Our Famous Technicians], Ljubljana
1966, 173–176.

S. Sitar, Utemeljitelj moderne kemije [The Founder of Modern
Chemistry], Življenje in tehnika, XXXII/12, Ljubljana 1981,
11–21.
Idem, Pionirsko delo Maksa Samca [The Pioneering Work of Maks
Samec], Kemija v šoli, 3/4, Ljubljana 1991, 2–4.
J. Ciperle, Petnajsti rektor Univerze v Ljubljani: Maks Samec [The
Fifteenth Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Maks Samec],
1935–1937, Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 33, 9/2002, Ljubljana
2002, 23.
16th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 215.
ZAMU IV – 216.
Novi rektor Univerze [The New University Rector], Slovenec, 126,
6.6.1937, 5.
Enciklopedija Slovenije [Encyclopedia of Slovenia], 6, 82.
J. Polec, Dr. Rado Kušej, Zbornik znanstvenih razprav 18, 1941–1942.
I. Steiner, Šestnajsti rektor Univerze v Ljubljani: Rado Kušej [The
Sixteenth Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Rado Kušej],
1937–1939, Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 34, 1–3/2003,
Ljubljana 2003, 10.
17 th RECTOR
Refer to the 13th.
18th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 217.
ZAMU IV – 218.
ZAMU IV – 219.
Okupacija (1941–1945) [Occupation (1941–1945)], Petdeset let slovenske Univerze v Ljubljani (1919–1969) [Fifty Years of the
University of Ljubljana (1919–1969)], Ljubljana 1969, 88–92.
B. Grafenauer, Življenje in delo Milka Kosa [The Life and Work of
Milko Kos] (in: Milko Kos, Srednjeveška kulturna, družbena
in politična zgodovina Slovencev, Ljubljana 1985), 353–388.
J. Ciperle, Osemnajsti rektor Univerze v Ljubljani: Milko Kos [The
Eighteenth Rector of the University of Ljubljana: Milko
Kos], 1941–1945, Vestnik Univerze v Ljubljani, 34, 4–7/2003,
Ljubljana 2003, 18–19.
19th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 87, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], 8, 1945–1950.
Zbornik Petdeset let slovenske univerze v Ljubljani [Fifty Years of
the University of Ljubljana: Miscellany], Ljubljana 1969,
405–409.
Enciklopedija Slovenije [Encyclopedia of Slovenia], 5, 1991, 370.
20th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 39, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], 8, 1945 – 1950.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the University Council Meetings], 9, 1950 – 1954.
Biografije in bibliografije univerzitetnih učiteljev [Biographies and
Bibliographies of University Teachers], I, 1957, 23; II, 1969, 25.
Enciklopedija Slovenije [Encyclopedia of Slovenia], 7, 1993, 60–61.
I. Gams, Melik in njegov čas [Melik and his Times], Geografski vestnik, 62, 1990, 19–25.
S. Ilešič, Geografija (in: Zbornik Petdeset let slovenske univerze v
Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1969), 233.

S. Ilešič, Ob sedemdesetletnici profesorja Antona Melika [On the
Seventieth Anniversary of Anton Melik], Geografski vestnik,
32, Ljubljana 1960, 3–9.
21st RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 1534, Zapisnik seje Univerzitetnega sveta 26.9.1979,
predlog za podelitev naziva zaslužni profesor [Minutes of the
University Council Meeting of 26.6.1979, proposal to confer
the title of Professor Emeritus].
ZAMU IV – 29, personnel file.
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega zbora [Minutes of the University Assembly Meetings], 9, 1950 – 1954.
B. Grafenauer, Življenje univerze od 1945 do 1969 [University Life
from 1945 to 1969] (in: Petdeset let slovenske univerze v
Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1969), 144.
I. Kristan, Prof. dr. Gorazdu Kušeju v slovo [In Farewell to Dr. Gorazd
Kušej], Vestnik Univerze Edvarda Kardelja v Ljubljani, 1–2,
Ljubljana 1985, 70–71.
22nd RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 76, personnel file.
ZAMU IV – 1853, utemeljitev častnega doktorata [grounds for honorary doctorate].
ZAMU, Rektorjeva poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani v študijskih
letih 1952/53, 1953/54 [The Rector’s Reports on the Activities
of the University of Ljubljana in the Academic Years 1952/53,
1953/54].
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega zbora [Minutes of the University Assembly Meetings], 9, 1950 – 1954.
B. Grafenauer, In memoriam, Akademik prof. dr. Fran Zwitter [In
memoriam, Academic Prof. Dr. Fran Zwitter], Zgodovinski
časopis, 42, Ljubljana 1988, 159–163.
B. Grafenauer, Ob šestdesetletnici Frana Zwittra [On the Sixtieth
Anniversary of Fran Zwitter], Zgodovinski časopis, 19/20,
Ljubljana 1965/66, 7–14.
I. Voje, V slovo Franu Zwittru [In Farewell to Fran Zwitter], Vestnik
Univerze Edvarda Kardelja v Ljubljani, 5, Ljubljana 1988,
264–265.
Slovenski biografski leksikon [Slovenian Biographical Lexicon], 15,
Ljubljana 1991, 908–911.
V. Melik, V slovo Franu Zwittru [In Farewell to Fran Zwitter], Vestnik
Univerze Edvarda Kardelja v Ljubljani, 5, Ljubljana 1988,
265–268.
23rd RECTOR
ZAMU, Rektorjeva poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani v študijskih
letih 1954/55, 1955/56 [Rector’s Reports on the Activities of
the University of Ljubljana in the Academic Years 1954/55,
1955/56].
ZAMU IV – 188, utemeljitev častnega doktorata [grounds for honorary
doctorate].
M. Oblak, Ob devetdesetletnici rojstva akademika prof. dr. Antona
Kuhlja [On the Ninetieth Birthday of the Academic Prof.
Dr. Anton Kuhelj], Strojniški vestnik, 39/1–2, Ljubljana 1993,
3–5.
Biografije in bibliografije univerzitetnih učiteljev in znanstvenih sodelavcev [Biographies and Bibliographies of University Teachers
and Scientific Associates] I, Ljubljana 1957, 206.
Enciklopedija Slovenije [Encyclopedia of Slovenia], 6, Ljubljana 1992, 65.
J. Hlebanja, Odkritje doprsnega kipa Antonu Kuhlju [The Unveiling
of the Bust of Anton Kuhelj], VestnikUniverze Edvarda
Kardelja v Ljubljani, 13, Ljubljana 1992, 3.
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B. Grafenauer, Življenje univerze od 1945 do 1969 [University Life
from 1945 to 1969] (in: Petdeset let slovenske univerze v Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1969), 145.
A. Gabrič, Obdobje po letu 1945 [The Time after 1945] (in: Zbornik
75 let Univerze v Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1994), 19.
24th RECTOR
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetne uprave [Minutes of the University Administration Meetings], 14, 1957 in 1958.
ZAMU IV – 31/497, personnel file.
ZAMU IV – 2892, Zapisnik 3. seje Univerzitetne skupščine 30. 6. 1956
[Minutes of the 3rd University Assembly Meeting of 30.6.1956].
ZAMU, Rektorjeva poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani v študijskih
letih 1956/57, 1957/58 [The Rector’s Reports on the Activities
of the University of Ljubljana in the Academic Years 1956/57,
1957/58].
M. Derganc: Ob jubileju našega velikega kirurga [On the Jubilee of
Our Great Surgeon], Zdravstveni vestnik, 12, Ljubljana 1959,
381–382.
Obča univerzitetna uredba [General University Decree], Ljubljana
1932, 41, čl. 105–106.
B. Grafenauer: Življenje univerze od 1945 do 1969 [University Life
from 1945 to 1969] (in: Zbornik Petdeset let slovenske univerze
v Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1969), 147.
Enciklopedija Slovenije [Encyclopedia of Slovenia], 6, Ljubljana
1992, 108.
25th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 2892, Zapisnik seje Univerzitetne skupščine 28.6.1958 in
18.1.1964 [Minutes of the University Assembly Meeting of
28.6.1958 and 18.1.1964].
ZAMU IV – 2845, M. Bešter, I. Fabinc, M. Macura, Predlog za podelitev naslova zaslužni profesor [Proposal to confer the title of
Honorary Professor].
ZAMU IV, Rektorjeva poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani v študijskih letih 1958/59, 1959/60, 1960/61 [The Rector’s Reports on
the Activities of the University of Ljubljana in the Academic
Years 1958/59, 1959/60, 1960/61].
Biografije in bibliografije univerzitetnih učiteljev in sodelavcev [Biographies and Bibliographies of University Teachers and
Scientific Associates] I, Ljubljana 1957, 144.
Enciklopedija Slovenije [Encyclopedia of Slovenia], 14, Ljubljana
2000, 304.
M. Senjur, Profesorju Dolfetu Vogelniku v slovo [In Farewell to Professor Dolfe Vogelnik], Vestnik Univerze Edvarda Kardelja v
Ljubljani 3, Ljubljana 1987, 151.
S. Krašovec: Dolfe Vogelnik, nekrolog [Dolfe Vogelnik, Necrology],
Delo, 31.3.1987.
Slovenski biografski leksikon [Slovenian Biographical Lexicon], 14,
Ljubljana 1986, 548–549.
26th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 1531, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the
University Council Meetings], 1977.
ZAMU IV – 1541, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta [Minutes of the
University Council Meetings], 1975.
ZAMU IV – 2892, Zapisnik seje Univerzitetne skupščine 30.6.1961
[Minutes of the University Assembly Meeting of 30.6.1961].
ZAMU IV, Zapisniki rednih in izrednih sej Univerzitetne uprave
[Minutes of the Regular and Extraordinary Meetings of the
University Administration], 15, 1961.
ZAMU IV, Rektorjeva poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani v študij-
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skih letih 1961/62, 1963/64 [The Rector’s Reports on the
Activities of the University of Ljubljana in the Academic Years
1961/62, 1963/64].
Biografije in bibliografije univerzitetnih učiteljev in sodelavcev [Biographies and Bibliographies of University Teachers and
Associates], I, Ljubljana 1957, 124.
Slovenski biografski leksikon [Slovenian Biographical Lexicon], 11,
Ljubljana 1971, 660.
G. Kušej, Makso Šnuderl, Letopis SAZU, 30, Ljubljana 1979, 137.
L. Vavpetič, Makso Šnuderl, Delo, 30.6.1979.
27 th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 1531, seje Univerzitetnega sveta, poročilo s predlogom
za podelitev naziva “zaslužni profesor”, 1977 [meetings of the
University Council, a report with proposal to confer the title
of “Professor Emeritus”, 1977].
ZAMU IV – 2892, Zapisnik seje Fakultetne skupščine 23.4.1965 [Minutes of the Faculty Assembly Meeting of 23.4.1965].
ZAMU IV, Rektorjeva poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani v študijskih letih 1963/64, 1964/65 in 1965/66, 1966/67 [The Rector’s
Reports on the Activities of the University of Ljubljana in
the Academic Years 1963/64, 1964/65 and 1965/66, 1966/67].
B. Černigoj, Fakulteta za strojništvo [The Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering] (in: Zbornik Petdeset let slovenske univerze v
Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1969), 464, 477.
B. Grafenauer: Življenje univerze od 1945 do 1969 [University Life
from 1945 to 1969] (in: Zbornik Petdeset let slovenske univerze v Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1969), 152–155.
Biografije in bibliografije univerzitetnih učiteljev in drugih sodelavcev
[Biographies and Bibliographies of University Teachers and
Other Associates], I, Ljubljana 1957, 317.
28th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 1528, Zapisnik seje Univerzitetnega sveta 4.5.1982 [Minutes of the University Council Meeting of 4.5.1982].
ZAMU IV – 2892, Zapisnik seje Univerzitetne skupščine 23.4.1965
[Minutes of the University Assembly Meeting of 23.4.1965].
ZAMU IV, Letna poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani za študijska
leta 1967/68, 1968/69, 1969/70 [Annual Reports on the Activities
of the University of Ljubljana in the Academic Years 1967/68,
1968/69, 1969/70].
ZAMU IV, Statut univerze [University Statute], Objave Univerze v
Ljubljani, 1, 1965/66.
B. Grafenauer, Življenje univerze od 1945 do 1969 [University Life
from 1945 to 1969] (in: Zbornik Petdeset let slovenske univerze v Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1969), 152.
B. Pogačnik: Roman Modic – portret tedna [Roman Modic – Portrait
of the Week], Delo, 16.4.1983.
I. Sovinc: Roman Modic sedemdesetletnik [Septuagenarian Roman
Modic], Delo, 27.5.1981.
29th RECTOR
ZAMU IV – 1536, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta za leto 1981
[Minutes of the University Council Meetings in 1981].
ZAMU IV – 2892, Magnetogram Univerzitetne skupščine 3.6.1970
[Tape recording of the University Council of 3.6.1970].
ZAMU IV – 1536, Zapisniki sej Univerzitetnega sveta, leto 1981
[Minutes of the University Council Meetings, 1981].
ZAMU IV, Letna poročila o delu Univerze v Ljubljani za študijska
leta 1970/71, 1971/72, 1972/73 [Annual Reports on the Activities
of the University of Ljubljana in the Academic Years 1970/71,
1971/72, 1972/73].

B. Pogačnik, Namesto, da bi imeli na Slovenskem eno mamutsko univerzo je bolje, da imamo dve [Instead of having one mammoth
university in Slovenia, it is better to have two], Delo, 7.12.1972.
Biografije in bibliografije univerzitetnih učiteljev in sodelavcev [Biographies and Bibliographies of University Teachers and
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Prof. dr. Alojz Kralj, znanstvenoraziskovalna dejavnost [Prof. Dr.
Alojz Kralj, Scientific Research Activity], Zbornik 75 let
Univerze v Ljubljani, Ljubljana 1994, 28.
Prof. dr. Miha Tišler, Prevzem rektorskih dolžnosti [Prof. Dr. Miha
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